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I

COMPLETE UNTIL YOU REACH ‘END

S THIS ADDRESS TRACEABLE, RESIDENTIAL AND OCCUPIED?

F ‘OFFICE REFUSAL’, RING B Yes A GO TO Q3

Nol B ANSWER Q2

IF NO AT QI

WHY NOT? Insufficient address (call office before returning)

Not traced (call office before returning)

Not yet builtlnot yet ready for occupation

Derelictldemolished

Empty

Business/industrial only (no private dwellings)

Institution only (no private dwellings)

Weekend or holiday home

Other (pleaae give details)

Office refusal (’phone or letter)

IF YES AT QI

ESTABLISH NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS COVERED BY ADDRESS:
(IF NOT KNOWN, TREAT AS OCCUPIED)

IIFNECESSARY, ASK:

L
O

ii)

Can I just check, is this (houseAwnga/ow)
occupied asa single dwelling, oris it split
into flats or bedsittera?

How many of those (flatsbedsifters) are
occupied at the present time?

A!7ER

F!RaT TELEPHONE GO

ROUND CONVERSION TO

Number of occupied
units established 1 A A Q4a

I 1 1

IF NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS ESTABLiSHED
RECORD NUMBER OFOCCUPIEDUNITS

I !

VTERVIEWERSUMMARY

CODE: 1 unitonly A GO TO Q9

2-12 units ❑ ANSWERQ5

13 or more units c GO TO Q?

IF 2-12 UNITS
LISTALLOCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS ATADDRESS
. in flatlroom number order OR
. from bottom totopof building, lefttoright, front to back

‘DU’
DWELLING UNIT DWELLING UNIT

‘DLY
CODE CODE

01 07

02 08

03 09

04 10

05 11

06 12

UFFICE
USE

ONLY

)1 “

)2

,3 ENTER
olrr-

)4 COME
CODE

)5 ON

16 FRONT
PAGE

)7 ANO

)8
END

)9

10
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IF 2-12 UNITS
LOOK AT SELECTION LABEL ON PAGE 1

i) “PERSON/DU” ROW- Find number corresponding to total number of DUs

i) “SELECT” ROW- Number beneath total number of OUs is SELECTED DU
CODE NUMBER. RING ON GRID ABOVE.

ii) GO TO Q8.

IF 13 OR MORE UNITS
CODENUMBEROF DUTOBESELECTED ISONBACKOFPROJECT INSTRUCTIONS

IFTWOORMORE UNITS

ENTER CODE NUMBER OF SELECTED DU

ALL (Q4b A or B or C)
IS THE ADDRESS ON THE LABEL CORRECT AND COMPLETE?

IF NO AT a.

MAKETHENECESSARY CHANGESONTHE LABELONTHEFRONT

OFTHEARF.

ALL (Q4b A or B or C)

SEEK CONTACT WITH RESPONSIBLE ADULT AT ADDRESS
AND INTRODUCE SURVEY

AmER

flRST TELEPHoNE GO

ROUND CONVERSION TO

Con’a”made E

Contact not made with responsible adult (after 4+ calls)

IFCONTACTMADE

CHECK SAMPLE TYPE ON AODRESS
LABELONFRONT PAGEOFARF:

STO NOINCENTIVE S USE PALE GREEN LETTER
ST13 INCENTIVEE3 + USELILACLEITER AND PROMISSORY NOTE
ST:15 lNCENTlVEf5 ● USE PALE BLUE LEITER AND PROMISSORY NOTE

TAILORYOUR INTRODUCTION ACCORDINGLY.

ASK IF POSSIBLE, ELSE CODE: Afew days ago, Isentaletter to this address,

saying that I would call soon afterwards. The Ietteriooked Iike this.
SHOW LEITER. Doyouramember receiving it?

ONECODEONLY

Yes, contact person in household remembers receiving letter

No, contact person in household does not remember receiving letter

NOT ASKED AS ALREADY ASKED ON FIRST ROUND

QUESTIONNOTASKED (WRITEINWHY)

FIRST

ROUND

1

2

5

I-+

AFTER

LEPHON
NvERSIC

1

2

3

5

Llrr,L,c

USE
ONLY
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nctuding yourself, howmanypeopleaaed 180r over
ive in this (house/ f/a ffpartof the accommodation)?

Numbsr of people aged 18+ established

Information refused

IF NUMBER OF PERSONS AGED 18+ ESTABLISHED
RECORD NUMBER OF PERSONS AGED 18+

I

A-R

FIRST TELEPHONE GO

RouNO CONVERSION TO

MAuQE EXCLUDE

. PEOPLE WHO NORMALLY LIVE AT ADDRESS . PEOPLE AGED 18+ WHO L[VE ELSEWHERE
WHO ARE AWAY FOR UNDER 6 MONTHS TO STUDY OR WORK

● PEOPLE AWAY AT WORK FOR WHOM THIS ● SPOUSES WHO ARE SEPARATED AND NO
IS THE MAIN ADDRESS LONGER RESIDENT

● BOARDERS AND LODGERS ● PEOPLE AWAY FOR6MONTHSORMORE

F INFORMATION OBTAINED
NTERVIEWER SUMMARY

1 person (aged 180rover) only A GO TO Q16

2-12 persons B ANSWER Q13

13 or more persons c GO TO Q14

IF 2-12 persons aged 18+
ASKFORFIRST NAMEORINITIAL OFEACHPERSON. LISTIN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

FIRST NAMEORINITIAL(S)
PERSON PERSON
NUMBER FIRSTNAMEOR INITIAL(S) NUMBER

01 07

02 08

03 09

04 10

05 11

06 12

LOOK AT SELECTION LABEL ON PAGE 1

i) “PERSON/DU” ROW- find number comesponding tototal number of persons aged 18+

i) ''SELEC7' ROW- Number beneath total number ofpersons inhousehold is SELECTED
PERSON NUMBER. RINGONGRIDABOVE.

iii) GO TOQ15

IF130RMOREPERSONS

p=RSON NUMBER OF PERSON TO BE SELECTED IS ON BACK OF PROJECT INSTRUCTIONS

IFTWOORMORE PERSONS

ENTERYPERSON NUMBER OF SELECTED PERSON 1

urrltik
USE

ONLY



16a

b

c

17a

5

LLL (Q12 A or B or C)

{ECORD FULL NAME OF SELECTED PERSON ON FRONT PAGE OF ARF

VERE YOU ABLE TO SPEAK TO THE SELECTED PERSON?
A~ER

FIRST TELEPHONE GO
ROUND CONVERSION TO

‘: R

!SK OR CODE: A few days ago, 1sant a letter to this address,
aying that I would call soon afterwards. The letter looked like this.

;HOW LEITER. Oo you remember receiving it?

ONE CODE ONLY

Yes, selected person remembers receiving letter

No, selected parson does not remember receiving letter

NOT ASKED AS ALREADY ASKED ON FIRST ROUND

NOT ASKED, AS ALREADY ASKED OF THE SAME PERSON AT Q11 b.

QUESTION NOT ASKED FOR OTHER REASON (wRITE IN WHY)

)id you intewiew the selected person?

‘OR PARTIAL ~PRODUCTWE, CODE ‘NO’

Yes, fully productive

Yes, partially productive

No

AFTER

FIRST TELEPHON

ROUND CONVERSIC

1
1 1

2 2

3

4 4

5 5

AFTER

FIRST TELEPNONE GO
ROUND CONVERSION TO

51 51
Q17b

52 52

c c Q18a

IF INTERVIEW ACHIEVED WITH SELECTED PERSON (CODE 51 OR 52 AT Q17a )

ENTER OUTCOME CODE ON FRONT PAGE OF ARF.

RECORD HOWSELF-COMPLETI,ON QUESTIONNAIRE ISBEINGRETURNED

YOURPLANSNOW: To post it at same time as transmitting interview

“r

1

CODEONEONLY To collect yourself and return it ser)aratel 2

To ask the respondent to post it back to the office 3 GO TO d.

Not expected (SAY WHY NOT) 6

)FFICE USE ONLY

;elf-completion questionnaire:

Refusal when interviewer returned to collect it 1

Respondent notified office of refusal 2

Returned by the Post Office 3

Returned by interviewer 4

Returned later by respondent 5

Blanldunusable ‘panial’ questionnaire returned 6

Interviewer says has already returned questionnaire 7

Respondent says has already returned questionnaire 8

UFFICE

USE
ONLY
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17d

e.

Are there any young people aged 12-19 in this household
(apart from the one you may already have intewiewed as part

of the adult sample)?

OPEN A YOUNG PERSON’S CONTACT SHEET FOR THIS SERIAL NUMBER
I

AND SEEK INTERVIEWS WITH ALL ELIGIBLE YOUNG PERSONS IN THE
HOUSEHOLD (I.E.ANYONE AGED12-19EXCEPT ANYONEALREADY INTERVIEWED).

I

END

I

I
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18a

b

7

: NO AT Q16b OR AT Q17a
IEASON WHY INITIALLY NO INTERVIEW OBTAINED

)NE CODE ONLY

10 interview obtained: - No contact with selected person after 4+ calls

Personal refusal by selected person

Proxy refusal (on behalf of selected person)

- Broken appointment, no recontact

- Ill at home during survey period

Away/in hospital during survey period

- Selected person senilelincapacitated

- Inadequate English

Other reason (WRITE IN)

Only partially completed (unproductive)

YRITE IN REASON FOR NO INTERVIEW WITH SELECTED PERSON

:OMPLETE i) A~ER FIRST ROUND

:OMPLETE ii) AFTER TELEPHONE CONVERSION

AFTER

FIRST TELEPHONI
ROUND CONVERSIO

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

+
\NSWER
Q18b.i

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

+
iNSWER
Q18b.ii

I

i) FULL REASONS FOR CODES 31/32 AT Q3, CODE 33 AT Q1O, CODE 34 AT Qllc, OR
CODES 71-80 AT Q18a I

GO TO Q.19

ii) FULL REASONS FOR CODES 31132 AT Q3, CODE 33 AT Q1 O, CODE 34 ATQ11 C, OR

CODES 71-80 AT Q18a

I
ENTER OUTCOME CODE ON FRONT PAGE OF ARF AND END

urrl~t
USE

ONLY
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20.

t

(

z.

8

JNPRODUCTIVES (EXCEPT DEADWOOD) AT FIRST ROUND (OUTCOME CODES 31-34, 71-80)
rHISADDRESSWILL NOWGOFORTELEPHONE CONVERSION,

1) IF YOU HAVE OBTAINED A TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR THE HOUSEHOLD, PLEASE
MAKE SURE THAT THIS IS RECORDED ON THE FRONT PAGE OF THE ARF,

2) COMPLETE AS MUCH OF THE ADMIN BLOCK AS POSSIBLE BEFORE
RETURNING THE ARF. CODE IATTeleStat. ENTER DK(Ctrl+K) FOR ANY INFORMATION
THATYOUDON’T HAVE.
(THE ARF WILL ONLY BE RERJRNED TO YOU IF THE PERSON IS SUCCESSFULLY
CONVERTED BY THE TELEPHONE UNIT).

3) DONOTCODE 1 ATlntDone.

4) RETURNTHEARF TOBRENTWOOD MARKED:
‘For the attention of the TeleDhone Conversion Unit:

~ELEPHONE UNIT WRITE IN THE RESULT OF THE ATTEMPTED CONVERSION:

“ELEPHONE UNIT: Wasthis person successfully converted
md agreed to (do/comp/ete) the interview?

Yes

No

rELEPHONE UNIT

ENTER FINAL OUTCOME CODE ON FRONT PAGE OF ARF.

REWRN TO
INTERVIEWER.

1 INTERVIEWER:
GO TO Q21

2 GO TO C.

CONTACT AREA MANAGER WITHSERIAL NUMBER, lNTERVIEWER NUMBER
AND FINAL OUTCOME CODE.
SENDTHISARFTO BOOKING-IN.

NTERVIEWER: WHATWASTHE FINAL OUTCOME CODED FORFIRSTROUND?
;TARTING FROM THE QUESTION GIVEN BELOW, COMPLETE ARFTO
W F,NALOUTCOME IN COLUMN MARKED <IAFrER TELEPHONE CONI./ERSIO~

&
Nocontact with anyadult ataddress (Code 31at Q3) A

GOBACKTOQ3
-information about number of DUsrafused (Code 32at Q3) B

- Contact not made with responsible adult in selected DU (after 4+ calls)
(Code 33 at Q1 O) C GOBACKTOQIO

‘nyc0de71-7gatQ18aP
-Information about number of persons 18+ refused (Code 34 at Q1 Ic)

OFFICE
USE

ONLY
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1

First a few questions about the area where you live.

1. In some areas people do things together and try to help each
other, while in other areas people mostly go their own way.
In general, would you say you live in an area where ...

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

... people help each other,   (1) 2235

OR
people go their own way?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

Can't choose   (8)

2. Do you think you live in the sort of area where people
who thought a house was being broken into would ...

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

... do something about it,   (1) 2236

OR
just turn a blind eye?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

No burglaries in this area    (4)

Can't choose   (8)

3. And do you think burglaries in this area are ...
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
... mostly done by people from other areas,   (1) 2237

OR
mostly done by people from around here?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

No burglaries in this area    (4)

Can't choose   (8)

4. If you were going away for a week, are there people
living locally who you could ask to keep an eye on your
home?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Yes, friends/neighbours   (1) 2238

Yes, family   (2)

Yes, both friends and family   (3)

No    (4)

Can't choose   (8)
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5. Suppose a newly-married young couple, both with steady
jobs, asked your advice about whether to buy or rent a home.
If they had the choice, what would you advise them to do?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY To buy a home as soon as possible   (1) 2239

To wait a bit, then try to buy a home   (2)

Not to plan to buy a home at all   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

6. Still thinking of what you might say to this young couple,
please tick one box for each statement below to show
how much you agree or disagree with it.
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree Just agree nor Just Disagree

strongly agree disagree disagree strongly

a. Owning your home can be a risky
investment 2240

b. Over time, buying a home works out
less expensive than paying rent 2241

c. Owning your home makes it easier
to move when you want to 2242

d. Owning a home ties up money you
may need urgently for other things 2243

e. Owning a home gives you the freedom
to do what you want to it 2244

f. Owning a home is a big financial
burden to repair and maintain 2245

g. Your own home will be something
to leave your family 2246

h. Owning a home is just too much
of a responsibility 2247

i. Owning a home is too much of a risk
for couples without secure jobs 2248

j. Couples who buy their own homes would
be wise to wait before starting a family 2249

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)
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7. In your opinion, would you rather live in an area
where most people own their homes, or where most
people rent, or where there is a mixture?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Where most people own   (1) 2250

Where most people rent   (2)

Mixture   (3)

Don’t mind either way   (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

8. Do most people around here own their homes, or do most
people rent, or is it about equal?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Most people own   (1) 2251

Most people rent   (2)

About equal   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

9a. In your opinion, should your local council spend …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … more money in the poorer parts of the
district compared to other parts   (1) ANSWER b. 2252

… more money in the better off parts of the district
compared to other parts   (2)

… or should it spend its budget equally across the district?   (3)

Can’t choose   (8)

b. And do you think that your local council should be
spending more money in your area compared to
other areas, or not?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Yes, more should be spent here   (1) 2253

No, more should not be spent here   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

GO TO
QUESTION 10
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

10. Which of these two statements comes
closest to your own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY The government should increase taxes on the
better-off in order to spend more on the poor   (1) 2254

OR
The government requires people who are better-off

to pay too much in taxes already   (2)

SPARE

Can’t choose   (8) 2255-

2280

CARD 23

11. Please tick one box for each statement
to show how much you agree or
disagree with it.

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE Agree agree nor Disagree Can’t
BOX ON EACH LINE strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose

a. People today don’t place enough
value on the part grandparents
play in family life 2309

b. In most families, grandparents should
be closely involved in deciding how
their grandchildren are brought up 2310

c. Grandparents have little to teach the
grandchildren of today 2311

d. Many parents today do not appreciate
the help that grandparents give 2312

e. Grandparents tend to interfere too
much with the way their grandchildren
are brought up 2313

f. With so many working mothers,
families need grandparents to help
more and more 2314

(1)   (2) (3)  (4)     (5)  (8)
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12. Thinking about a single mother with a child under
school age.  Which one of these statements comes
closest to your view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY She has a special duty to go out to work to
support her child   (1) 2315

She has a special duty to stay at home to look after her child   (2)

She should do as she chooses, like everyone else   (3)

Can't choose   (8)

13. Suppose this single mother did get a part-time job.
How much do you agree or disagree that the government
should provide money to help with child care?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2316

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)

14. And what about when the child reaches school age?
Which one of these statements comes closest to your
view about what the single mother should do?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

She has a special duty to go out to work to support her child   (1) 2317

She has a special duty to stay at home to look after her child   (2)

She should do as she chooses, like everyone else   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

15. Suppose this single mother did go out to work.  How
much do you agree or disagree that the government
should provide money to help with child care outside
school?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2318

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)
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16. Some working couples with children find it hard to make ends
meet on low wages.  In these circumstances, do you think …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … the government should top-up their wages,   (1) 2319

or, is it up to the couple to look after themselves and their children
as best they can?   (2)

Can’t choose    (8)

17. And what about working couples without children?  If
they find it hard to make ends meet on low wages, do
you think …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … the government should top-up their wages,   (1) 2320

 or, is it up to the couple to look after themselves
as best they can?   (2)

Can’t choose    (8)

18. Please show how much you agree or disagree
with the following statement?

“If the government tops up people’s wages, it
makes it easier for employers to get away with
paying low wages.”  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2321

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)
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19. Suppose you were giving advice to a young couple about
the future.  Please say how much you agree or disagree
with each of these statements.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Dis- Disagree Can’t

strongly Agree disagree agree strongly choose
a. They should spend what they earn now

without worrying about the future 2322

b. They should save as much as they can,
because the government shouldn’t have to
bail them out later 2323

c. If they don’t save money while they’re young,
they’ll find themselves in trouble sooner
or later 2324

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5) (8)

20. Please tick one box for each of the following statements
to show how much do you agree or disagree with each.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Dis- Disagree Can’t

strongly Agree disagree agree strongly choose
a. The law should set a minimum wage so

that no employer can pay their workers too
little 2325

b. A minimum wage will mean wage levels
will go down, because employers won’t pay
workers any more than this minimum level 2326

c. There should be no minimum wage set by
law because it will mean too many low
paid workers will lose their jobs 2327

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5) (8)
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21. From what you know or have heard, please tick a box for each of the
items below to show whether you think the National Health Service
in your area is, on the whole, satisfactory or in need of improvement.

In need of In need
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX a lot of of some Very
ON EACH LINE improvement improvement Satisfactory good

a. GPs' appointment systems 2328

b. Amount of time GP gives to each patient 2329

c. Being able to choose which GP to see 2330

d. Quality of medical treatment by GPs 2331

e. Hospital waiting lists for non-emergency
operations 2332

f. Waiting time before getting appointments
with hospital consultants 2333

g. General condition of hospital buildings 2334

h. Staffing level of nurses in hospitals 2335

i. Staffing level of doctors in hospitals 2336

j. Quality of medical treatment in hospitals 2337

k. Quality of nursing care in hospitals 2338

l. Waiting areas in accident and emergency
departments in hospitals 2339

m. Waiting areas for out-patients in hospitals 2340

n. Waiting areas at GPs' surgeries 2341

o. Time spent waiting in out-patient departments 2342

p. Time spent waiting in accident and emergency
departments before being seen by a doctor 2343

q. Time spent waiting for an ambulance after
a 999 call 2344

(1) (2) (3) (4)
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22. In the last two years, have you or a close family member ...

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ON EACH LINE Yes No

a. ... visited an NHS GP? 2345

b. ... been an out-patient in an NHS hospital? 2346

c. ... been an in-patient in an NHS hospital? 2347

d. ... visited a patient in an NHS hospital? 2348

e. ... had any medical treatment as a private patient? 2349

f. ... had any dental treatment as a private patient? 2350

 (1)      (2)

23a. Do you think that trade unions in this country have
too much power or too little power?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Far too much power    (1) 2351

 Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power    (5)

Can’t choose     (8)

b. How about business and industry?  Do they have
too much power or too little power?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Far too much power    (1) 2352

 Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power     (5)

Can’t choose    (8)

c. And what about the government, does it have too
much power or too little power?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Far too much power    (1) 2353

Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)
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24a. Are you currently in paid work for at least
10 hours a week?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Yes   (1) 2354

No    (2 )

PLEASE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CURRENTLY IN PAID WORK
FOR AT LEAST 10 HOURS A WEEK

b. Are you an employee or self-employed?
(If you have several jobs, please answer
about your main job.)

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Employee   (1 ) 2355

Self-employed    (2 )

PLEASE ANSWER IF YOU ARE AN EMPLOYEE

25. Do you agree, or disagree, with the following
statements about working at your present
workplace?

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Agree agree nor Disagree Can't
ON EACH LINE strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose

a. I feel there will be a job for me where
I work now for as long as I want it 2356

b. People at my workplace usually feel
well-informed about what is happening
there 2357

c. I am proud to tell people which
organisation I work for 2358

d. At my workplace, management and
employees are always at loggerheads 2359

e. Managers at my workplace usually
keep their promises to the employees 2360

f. I’m always on the look-out for a job
that is better than mine 2361

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

SPARE

2362-

2380

Please
answer b.
Please
go to 
Question 26

Please
go to 
Question 26

Please
go to 
Question 25
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

26. Please tick a box for each statement to
show how you feel about disabled people. CARD 24

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. In general, people with disabilities
cannot be as effective at work as
people without disabilities 2409

b. The main problem faced by disabled
people at work is other people’s
prejudice, not their own lack of ability 2410

c. Employers should not make special
allowances for people with disabilities 2411

d. Employers should be forced to employ
more people with disabilities, even if
it leads to extra costs 2412

e. Shops and banks should be forced to
make themselves easier for people with
disabilities to use, even if this leads to
higher prices 2413

f. Services run by government or local
authorities should be forced to make
themselves easier for people with
disabilities to use, even if this leads
to higher taxes 2414

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

27. From what you know or have heard,
please tick one box on each line to show
how well you think state secondary
schools nowadays ...

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Not Not at
ONE EACH LINE Very well Quite well very well all well

a. ... prepare young people for work? 2415

b. ... teach young people basic skills such
as reading, writing and maths? 2416

c. ... bring out young people’s natural
abilities? 2417

(1) (2) (3) (4)

SPARE

2418-

2480
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28. Have you done any voluntary activity in the past
12 months in any of the following areas?  Voluntary
activity is unpaid work, not just belonging to an CARD 25

organisation or group.  It should be of service or
benefit to other people or the community and not
only to one’s family or personal friends.

During the last 12 months did you do volunteer work
in any of the following areas?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Yes, once Yes, 3-5 Yes, 6 or
ON EACH LINE No or twice times more times

a. Political activities (helping political parties, political
movements, election campaigns, etc.) 2509

b. Charitable activities (helping the sick, elderly, poor,
etc.) 2510

c. Religious and church-related activities (helping
churches and religious groups) 2511

d. Any other kind of voluntary activities 2512

  (1)  (2)   (3) (4)

If the same voluntary activity falls under two or more of the categories listed above, please report
it only once under the first relevant category.  For example, if you were involved in political campaigning
for a candidate endorsed by a church or religious group, you would report it under a.
Political activities not under c. Religious and church-related activities.

29. Which is these statements comes closest to
your view about general elections?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
In a general election … It’s not really worth voting    (1) 2513

People should vote only if they care who wins    (2)

It’s everyone’s duty to vote    (3)
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30a. Looking at the list below, please tick the box
next to the one thing you think should be Britain’s
highest priority, the most important thing it
should do.

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Britain should … Maintain order in the nation   (1) 2514

Give people more say in government decisions    (2)

Fight rising prices         (3)

Protect freedom of speech    (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

b. And which one do you think should be Britain’s next
highest priority, the second most important thing
it should do?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Britain should … Maintain order in the nation    (1) 2515

Give people more say in government decisions    (2)

Fight rising prices         (3)

Protect freedom of speech    (4)

Can’t choose     (8)

31. Now we have some questions about opportunities for
getting ahead.
Please tick one box for each of these to show how
important you think it is for getting ahead in life …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Essen- Very Fairly Not Not Can’t
ON EACH LINE tial impor- impor- very at all choose

tant tant impor- impor-
tant tant

a. Firstly, how important is coming from
a wealthy family? 2516

b. Having a good education yourself? 2517

c. Knowing the right people? 2518

d. A person’s race? 2519

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5) (8)
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32. Please tick one box to show how much you
agree or disagree with the following statement.

“I could not imagine leaving this area, whatever the benefit.”  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly    (1) 2520

Agree    (2)

Neither agree nor disagree         (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)

33. How much do you agree or disagree with each
of these statements?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE agree

Strongly nor Strongly Can’t
agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. Once children have left home, they
should no longer expect help from
their parents 2521

b. People should keep in touch with
close family members even if they
don’t have much in common 2522

c. I’d rather spend time with my friends
than my family 2523

d. I try to stay in touch with all my
relatives, not just my close family 2524

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5) (8)

And now some questions about local government.

34. Which of these two statements comes closest
to your views?
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )

Local councils would make better decisions
if they made more effort to find out what local people want   (1) 2525

OR
Local councillors should just get on and make the important

decisions themselves. After all, that’s what we elected them for   (2)

Can't choose   (8)

35. And which of these two statements comes
closest to your views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )
Local elections should be held every year so we can soon

make it clear if we think our local council is doing a bad job   (1) 2526

OR
Local elections should only be held every three or four years or

else local councils will never get anything done   (2)

Can't choose   (8)
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36. Please tick one box to show how much you
agree or disagree with the following statements.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. Councillors know better than voters who
is the best person to lead the local council 2527

b. A council that wants to increase the
council tax by more than inflation should
have to get a majority vote in favour
through a local referendum 2528

c. So many other people vote in local
elections it doesn’t matter whether
I vote or not 2529

(1)   (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)

37. Please tick one box to show how much
you agree or disagree with the following
statements.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. The way that people decide to vote in
local elections is the main thing that
decides how things are run in this area 2530

b. There is no point in voting in local
elections because in the end it makes
no difference who gets in 2531

c. Private companies can always run
things more efficiently than local
councils 2532

d. Generally speaking, those we elect as
councillors lose touch with people
pretty quickly 2533

e. Local council elections are sometimes
so complicated that I really don’t
know who to vote for 2534

f. I feel that I could do as good a job
as a councillor as most other people 2535

g. Councillors don’t care much what
people like me think 2536

(1)   (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)

SPARE

2537-

2580

SPARE

2609-

2680
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38. Please tick one box for each statement to show
how much you agree or disagree with it. CARD 27

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. The welfare state makes people
nowadays less willing to look after
themselves 2709

b. People receiving social security are made
to feel like second class citizens 2710

c. The welfare state encourages people
to stop helping each other 2711

d. The government should spend more
money on welfare benefits for the poor,
even if it leads to higher taxes 2712

e. Around here, most unemployed people
could find a job if they really wanted
one 2713

f. Many people who get social security
don’t really deserve any help 2714

g. Most people on the dole are fiddling
in one way or another 2715

h. If welfare benefits weren’t so generous,
people would learn to stand on their
own two feet 2716

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)

39. Please tick one box for each statement
below to show how much you agree or
disagree with it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. Government should redistribute income
from the better-off to those who are less
well off 2717

b. Big business benefits owners at the
expense of workers 2718

c. Ordinary working people do not get
their fair share of the nation’s wealth 2719

d. There is one law for the rich and one
for the poor 2720

e. Management will always try to get the
better of employees if it gets the chance 2721

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)
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40. Please tick one box for each statement
below to show how much you agree or
disagree with it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. Young people today don’t have enough
respect for traditional British values 2722

b. People who break the law should be given
stiffer sentences 2723

c. For some crimes, the death penalty is the
most appropriate sentence 2724

d. Schools should teach children to obey
authority 2725

e. Censorship of films and magazines is
necessary to uphold moral standards 2726

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)

41. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Ordinary people get their fair share of the
nation’s wealth   (1) 2727

OR
A few rich people get too big a share of the nation’s wealth   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

42. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY There is no need for strong trade unions to
protect employees’ working conditions and wages   (1) 2728

OR
Employees will never protect their working conditions and

wages without strong trade unions   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

43. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY It is the government’s responsibility to
provide a job for everyone who wants one   (1) 2729

OR
It is everyone’s own responsibility to find a job for

themselves and little to do with the government   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)
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44. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY There is one law for the rich and
one for the poor   (1) 2730

OR
Rich or poor, everyone gets treated the same   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

45. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY It is the government’s duty to narrow the
gap in incomes between rich and poor   (1) 2731

OR
The government should leave the gap in incomes well alone   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

46. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Big business benefits bosses at
the expense of workers   (1) 2732

OR
Big business benefits bosses and workers alike   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

47. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Management always tries to do the
best it can for its employees   (1) 2733

OR
Management always tries to get the better of

employees if it gets the chance   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

48. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Big business should always be free to do
what it thinks best   (1) 2734

OR
The government should set clear controls on what

big business is allowed to do   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)
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49. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY In the end, economic success depends
on what governments do   (1) 2735

OR
In the end, economic success depends on what businesses do   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

50. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Big businesses generally put the interests
of their share-holders above their customers’   (1) 2736

OR
Big businesses generally put the interests of their

customers above their share-holders’   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

55a. To help us plan better in future, please tell us about
how long it took you to complete this questionnaire.

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Less than 15 minutes    (1) 2737

Between 15 and 20 minutes    (2)

Between 21 and 30 minutes    (3)

Between 31 and 45 minutes    (4)

Between 46 and 60 minutes    (5)

Over one hour    (6)

b. And on what date did you fill in the questionnaire?

PLEASE WRITE IN: 1998 2738-

  DATE  MONTH 2745

SPARE

2746-

2780

Thank you very much for your help

0

Please keep the completed questionnaire for the interviewer if he or she
has arranged to call for it.  Otherwise, please post it as soon as possible in
the pre-paid envelope provided.
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1. If you were to consider your life in general these days,

how happy or unhappy would you say you are, on the
whole?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Very happy   (1) 2035

Fairly happy    (2)

Not very happy    (3)

Not at all happy    (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

2. On the whole, do you think it should or should not be
the government’s responsibility to …

Definitely Probably Probably Definitely
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX should should should not should not Can’t
ON EACH LINE be be be be choose

a. Provide a job for everyone
who wants one? 2036

b. Reduce income differences between the
rich and poor? 2037

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4) (8)

3. Do you think it is wrong or not wrong if a man and a women
have sexual relations before marriage?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Always wrong   (1) 2038

Almost always wrong    (2)

Wrong only sometimes    (3)

Not wrong at all    (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

4. What about a married person having sexual relations with
someone other than his or her husband or wife, is it …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Always wrong   (1) 2039

Almost always wrong    (2)

Wrong only sometimes    (3)

Not wrong at all    (4)

Can’t choose    (8)
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5. And what about sexual relations between two adults of the

same sex, is it …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Always wrong   (1) 2040

Almost always wrong    (2)

Wrong only sometimes    (3)

Not wrong at all    (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

6. Do you personally think it is wrong or not wrong for a
women to have an abortion …

Almost Wrong Not
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Always always only wrong Can’t
ON EACH LINE wrong wrong sometimes at all choose

a. If there is a strong chance of serious
defect in the baby? 2041

b. If the family has a very low income and
cannot afford any more children? 2042

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4) (8)

7. Do you agree or disagree …
Neither

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. A husband’s job is to earn money; a
wife’s job is to look after the home
and family? 2043

b. All in all, family life suffers when
the woman has a full-time job? 2044

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

8. Do you agree or disagree …
Neither

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. It is alright for a couple to live together
without intending to get married? 2045

b. It’s a good idea for a couple who intend
to get married to live together first? 2046

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)
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9. Consider the situations listed below.  Do you feel it is wrong

or not wrong if …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Not A bit Seriously Can’t
ON EACH LINE wrong wrong Wrong wrong choose

a. A taxpayer does not report all of his or her
income in order to pay less income taxes? 2047

b. A person gives the government incorrect
information about themselves to get
government benefits that they are not 2048

entitled to?
(1)   (2)  (3)   (4) (8)

10. How often do you think that people would try to take
advantage of you if they got the chance and how often
would they try to be fair?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Try to take advantage almost all of the time    (1) 2049

Try to take advantage most of the time    (2)

Try to be fair most of the time    (3)

Try to be fair almost all of the time    (4)

Can't choose     (8)

11. Generally speaking, would you say that people can be trusted
or that you can’t be too careful in dealing with people?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

People can almost always be trusted    (1) 2050

People can usually be trusted    (2)

You usually can’t be too careful in dealing with people    (3)

You almost always can’t be too careful in dealing with people    (4)

Can't choose     (8)

12. How much confidence do you have in …
A great Very No

Complete deal of Some little confi-
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX confi- confi- confi- confi- dence Can't
ON EACH LINE dence dence dence dence at all choose

a. Parliament? 2051

b. Business and industry? 2052

c. Churches and religious organisations? 2053

d. Courts and the legal system? 2054

e. Schools and the educational system? 2055

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)
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13. How much do you agree or disagree with each

of the following?
Neither

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. Religious leaders should not try to
influence how people vote in elections 2056

b. Religious leaders should not try to
influence government decisions 2057

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

14. Please consider the following statements and tell me whether
you agree or disagree?

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. Overall, modern science does more
harm than good 2058

b. We trust too much in science and not
enough in religious faith 2059

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

15. And do you agree or disagree with the
following statements?

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. Looking around the world, religions
bring more conflict than peace 2060

b. People with very strong religious beliefs
are often too intolerant of others 2061

c. Britain would be a better country if
religion had less influence 2062

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

SPARE

2063-

2080
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16. Have you done any voluntary activity in the past

12 months in any of the following areas?  Voluntary CARD 21

activity is unpaid work, not just belonging to an
organisation or group.  It should be of service or
benefit to other people or the community and not
only to one’s family or personal friends.

During the last 12 months did you do volunteer work
in any of the following areas?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Yes, once Yes, 3-5 Yes, 6 or
ON EACH LINE No or twice times more times

a. Political activities (helping political parties, political
movements, election campaigns, etc.) 2109

b. Charitable activities (helping the sick, elderly, poor,
etc.) 2110

c. Religious and church-related activities (helping
churches and religious groups) 2111

d. Any other kind of voluntary activities 2112

  (1)  (2)   (3) (4)

If the same voluntary activity falls under two or more of the categories listed above, please report it
only once under the first relevant category.  For example, if you were involved in political campaigning
for a candidate endorsed by a church or religious group, you would report it under a. Political activities
not under c. Religious and church-related activities.

17. Do you think that churches and religious organisations in
this country have too much power or too little power?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Far too much power    (1) 2113

Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power     (5)

Can’t choose     (8)

18. Please tick one box below to show which statement
comes closest to expressing what you believe about God.

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

I don’t believe in God    (1) 2114

I don’t know whether there is a God and
I don’t believe there is any way to find out    (2)

I don’t believe in a personal God, but
I do believe in a Higher Power of some kind         (3)

I find myself believing in God some of
the time, but not at others    (4)

While I have doubts, I feel that I do believe in God     (5)

I know God really exists and I have no doubts about it     (6)
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19. Which best describes your beliefs about God?
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
I don’t believe in God now and I never have    (1) 2115

I don’t believe in God now, but I used to    (2)

I believe in God now, but I didn’t used to    (3)  (3)

I believe in God now and I always have    (4)

Can’t choose     (8)

20. Do you believe in …
No, No,

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Yes, Yes, probably definitely Can’t
ON EACH LINE definitely probably not not choose

a. Life after death? 2116

b. Heaven? 2117

c. Hell? 2118

d. Religious miracles? 2119

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4) (8)

21. Which of these statements comes closest to describing
your feelings about the Bible?
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

The Bible is the actual word of God and it is to be taken literally, word for word    (1) 2120

The Bible is the inspired word of God but not everything should be taken
literally, word for word    (2)

The Bible is an ancient book of fables, legends, history, and moral precepts
recorded by man          (3)

This does not apply to me    (4)

Can’t choose     (8)

22. Do you agree or disagree with the following?
Neither

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. There is a God who concerns Himself
with every human being personally 2121

b. There is little that people can do to
change the course of their lives 2122

c. To me, life is meaningful only because
God exists 2123

d. In my opinion, life does not serve any
purpose 2124

e. Life is only meaningful if you provide
the meaning yourself 2125

f. We each make our own fate 2126

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)
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23. Has there ever been a turning point in your life when you made

a new and personal commitment to religion?
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Yes   (1) 2127

No   (2)

24. What was your mother’s religion when you were a
child?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
No religion    (01) 2128-

 2129

Christian - no denomination    (02)

Roman Catholic    (3)  (03)

Church of England/Anglican    (04)

Baptist    (05)

Methodist    (06)

Presbyterian/Church of Scotland    (07)

Free Presbyterian    (21)

Brethren    (22)

United Reform Church (URC)/Congregational    (23)

Other Protestant (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) ____________________________    (27)

Other Christian (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) _____________________________    (08)

Hindu    (09)

Jewish    (10)

Islam/Muslim    (11)

Sikh    (12)

Buddhist    (13)

Other non-Christian (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) _________________________    (14)

Never knew mother/does not apply    (15)

Can’t say/can’t remember    (98)
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25. What was your father’s religion when you were a

child?
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
No religion   (01) 2130-

 2131

Christian - no denomination    (02)

Roman Catholic    (3)  (03)

Church of England/Anglican    (04)

Baptist    (05)

Methodist    (06)

Presbyterian/Church of Scotland    (07)

Free Presbyterian    (21)

Brethren    (22)

United Reform Church (URC)/Congregational    (23)

Other Protestant (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) ____________________________    (27)

Other Christian (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) _____________________________    (08)

Hindu    (09)

Jewish    (10)

Islam/Muslim    (11)

Sikh    (12)

Buddhist    (13)

Other non-Christian (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) _________________________    (14)

Never knew father/does not apply    (15)

Can’t say/can’t remember    (98)
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26. What religion, if any, were you raised in?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

No religion   (01) 2132-

 2133

Christian - no denomination    (02)

Roman Catholic    (3)  (03)

Church of England/Anglican    (04)

Baptist    (05)

Methodist    (06)

Presbyterian/Church of Scotland    (07)

Free Presbyterian    (21)

Brethren    (22)

United Reform Church (URC)/Congregational    (23)

Other Protestant (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) ____________________________    (27)

Other Christian (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) _____________________________    (08)

Hindu    (09)

Jewish    (10)

Islam/Muslim    (11)

Sikh    (12)

Buddhist    (13)

Other non-Christian (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) _________________________    (14)

Can’t say/can’t remember    (98)
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27a. At present, are you …

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

… married,   (1) 2134

living as married,    (2)

or, neither of these?    (3)  (3)

b. What is your husband’s/wife’s/partner’s religion?
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
No religion   (01) 2135-

2136

Christian - no denomination    (02)

Roman Catholic    (3)  (03)

Church of England/Anglican    (04)

Baptist    (05)

Methodist    (06)

Presbyterian/Church of Scotland    (07)

Free Presbyterian    (21)

Brethren    (22)

United Reform Church (URC)/Congregational    (23)

Other Protestant (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) ____________________________    (27)

Other Christian (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) _____________________________    (08)

Hindu    (09)

Jewish    (10)

Islam/Muslim    (11)

Sikh    (12)

Buddhist    (13)

Other non-Christian (PLEASE WRITE IN WHICH) _________________________    (14)

Does not apply    (15)

Can’t say/can’t remember    (98)

ANSWER b.

GO TO
QUESTION 28
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

28. When you were a child, how often did your mother attend
religious services?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Never   (01) 2137-

2138

Less than once a year   (02)

About once or twice a year   (03)

Several times a year   (04)

About once a month   (05))

2-3 times a month   (06)

Nearly every week    (07)

Every week    (08)

Several times a week    (09)

No mother/mother not present    (10)

Can’t say/Can’t remember    (98)

29. When you were a child, how often did your father attend
religious services?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Never   (01) 2139-

2140

Less than once a year   (02)

About once or twice a year   (03)

Several times a year   (04)

About once a month   (05)

2-3 times a month   (06)

Nearly every week    (07)

Every week    (08)

Several times a week    (09)

No father/father not present    (10)

Can’t say/Can’t remember    (98)
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30. And what about when you were around 11 or 12, how often did

you attend religious services then?
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Never    (01) 2141-

 2142

Less than once a year    (02)

About once or twice a year    (03)

Several times a year    (04)

About once a month    (05)

2-3 times a month    (06)

Nearly every week    (07)

Every week    (08)

Several times a week    (09))

Can’t say/Can’t remember    (98)

Now thinking about the present …
31. About how often do you pray?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Never    (01) 2143-

2144

Less than once a year    (02)

About once or twice a year    (03)

Several times a year    (04)

About once a month    (05)

2-3 times a month    (06)

Nearly every week    (07)

Every week    (08)

Several times a week    (09)

Once a day    (10)

Several times a day    (98)
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32. How often do you take part in the activities or organisations

of a church or place of worship other than attending services?
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Never    (01) 2145-

2146

Less than once a year    (02)

About once or twice a year    (03)

Several times a year    (04)

About once a month    (05)

2-3 times a month    (06)

Nearly every week    (07)

Every week    (08)

Several times a week    (09)

33. Would you describe yourself as …
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Extremely religious   (1) 2147

Very religious    (2)

Somewhat religious    (3)  (3)

Neither religious nor non-religious    (4)

Somewhat non-religious    (5)

Very non-religious    (6)

Extremely non-religious    (7)

Can’t choose    (8)

34. Which of the following statements come closest to your own views:
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
There is very little truth in any religion    (1) 2148

There are basic truths in many religions    (2)

There is truth only in one religion    (3)   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)
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35. Suppose you were riding in a car driven by a close friend.

You know he is going too fast.  He hits a pedestrian.  He
asks you to tell the police that he was obeying the speed limit.

a. Which statement comes closest to your belief about what your
friend has a right to expect from you?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

My friend has a definite right as a friend to expect me to testify that
he was obeying the speed limit   (1) 2149

My friend has some right as a friend to expect me to testify that
he was obeying the speed limit   (2)

My friend has no right as a friend to expect me to testify that
he was obeying the speed limit   (3)

Can’t choose   (8)

b. What would you do in this situation?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Definitely tell the police that your friend was going faster than the speed limit   (1) 2150

Probably tell the police that your friend was going faster than the speed limit   (2)

Probably tell the police that your friend was not going faster than the speed limit   (3)

Definitely tell the police that your friend was not going faster than the speed limit   (4) SPARE

2151-

Can’t choose   (8) 2180

CARD 22

Now a few questions about the area where you live.

36. In some areas people do things together and try to help each SPARE

other, while in other areas people mostly go their own way. 2209-

In general, would you say you live in an area where ... 2234

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

... people help each other,   (1) 2235

OR
people go their own way?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

Can't choose   (8)

37. Do you think you live in the sort of area where people
who thought a house was being broken into would ...

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

... do something about it,   (1) 2236

OR
just turn a blind eye?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

No burglaries in this area    (4)

Can't choose   (8)
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38. And do you think burglaries in this area are ...

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

... mostly done by people from other areas,   (1) 2237

OR
mostly done by people from around here?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

No burglaries in this area    (4)

Can't choose   (8)

39. If you were going away for a week, are there people
living locally who you could ask to keep an eye on your
home?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Yes, friends/neighbours   (1) 2238

Yes, family   (2)

Yes, both friends and family   (3)

No    (4)

Can't choose   (8)

40. Suppose a newly-married young couple, both with steady
jobs, asked your advice about whether to buy or rent a home.
If they had the choice, what would you advise them to do?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY To buy a home as soon as possible   (1) 2239

To wait a bit, then try to buy a home   (2)

Not to plan to buy a home at all   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)
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41. Still thinking of what you might say to this young couple,

please tick one box for each statement below to show
how much you agree or disagree with it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree Just agree nor Just Disagree

strongly agree disagree disagree strongly

a. Owning your home can be a risky
investment 2240

b. Over time, buying a home works out
less expensive than paying rent 2241

c. Owning your home makes it easier
to move when you want to 2242

d. Owning a home ties up money you
may need urgently for other things 2243

e. Owning a home gives you the freedom
to do what you want to it 2244

f. Owning a home is a big financial
burden to repair and maintain 2245

g. Your own home will be something
to leave your family 2246

h. Owning a home is just too much
of a responsibility 2247

i. Owning a home is too much of a risk
for couples without secure jobs 2248

j. Couples who buy their own homes would
be wise to wait before starting a family 2249

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)

42. In your opinion, would you rather live in an area
where most people own their homes, or where most
people rent, or where there is a mixture?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Where most people own   (1) 2250

Where most people rent   (2)

Mixture   (3)

Don’t mind either way   (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

43. Do most people around here own their homes, or do most
people rent, or is it about equal?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Most people own   (1) 2251

Most people rent   (2)

About equal   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)
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44a. In your opinion, should your local council spend …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … more money in the poorer parts of the
district compared to other parts   (1) ANSWER b. 2252

… more money in the better off parts of the district
compared to other parts   (2)

… or should it spend its budget equally across the district?   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

b. And do you think that your local council should be
spending more money in your area compared to
other areas, or not?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Yes, more should be spent here   (1) 2253

No, more should not be spent here   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER
45. Which of these two statements comes closest to your

own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY The government should increase taxes on the
better-off in order to spend more on the poor   (1) 2254

 OR
The government requires people who are better-off

to pay too much in taxes already   (2) SPARE

2255-

Can’t choose   (8) 2280

CARD 23

46. Please tick one box for each statement
to show how much you agree or disagree
with it.

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Agree agree nor Disagree Can’t
ON EACH LINE strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose

a. People today don’t place enough
value on the part grandparents
play in family life 2309

b. In most families, grandparents should
be closely involved in deciding how
their grandchildren are brought up 2310

c. Grandparents have little to teach the
grandchildren of today 2311

d. Many parents today do not appreciate
the help that grandparents give 2312

e. Grandparents tend to interfere too
much with the way their grandchildren
are brought up 2313

f. With so many working mothers,
families need grandparents to help
more and more 2314

(1)   (2) (3)  (4)     (5)  (8)

GO TO
QUESTION 45
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47. Thinking about a single mother with a child under

school age.  Which one of these statements comes
closest to your view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY She has a special duty to go out to work to
support her child   (1) 2315

She has a special duty to stay at home to look after her child   (2)

She should do as she chooses, like everyone else   (3)

Can't choose   (8)

48. Suppose this single mother did get a part-time job.
How much do you agree or disagree that the government
should provide money to help with child care?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2316

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)

49. And what about when the child reaches school age?
Which one of these statements comes closest to your
view about what the single mother should do?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

She has a special duty to go out to work to support her child   (1) 2317

She has a special duty to stay at home to look after her child   (2)

She should do as she chooses, like everyone else   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

50. Suppose this single mother did go out to work.  How
much do you agree or disagree that the government
should provide money to help with child care outside
school?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2318

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)
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51. Some working couples with children find it hard to make ends

meet on low wages.  In these circumstances, do you think …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … the government should top-up their wages,   (1) 2319

or, is it up to the couple to look after themselves and their children
as best they can?   (2)

Can’t choose    (8)

52. And what about working couples without children?  If
they find it hard to make ends meet on low wages, do
you think …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … the government should top-up their wages,   (1) 2320

or, is it up to the couple to look after themselves
as best they can?   (2)

Can’t choose    (8)

53. Please show how much you agree or disagree
with the following statement?

“If the government tops up people’s wages,
it makes it easier for employers to get away
with paying low wages.”  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2321

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)

54. Suppose you were giving advice to a young couple about
the future.  Please say how much you agree or disagree
with each of these statements.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Dis- Disagree Can’t

strongly Agree disagree agree strongly choose

a. They should spend what they earn now
without worrying about the future 2322

b. They should save as much as they can,
because the government shouldn’t have to
bail them out later 2323

c. If they don’t save money while they’re young,
they’ll find themselves in trouble sooner
or later 2324

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5) (8)

SPARE

2325-

2327
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55. From what you know or have heard, please tick a box for each of the

items below to show whether you think the National Health Service
in your area is, on the whole, satisfactory or in need of improvement.

In need of In need
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX a lot of of some Very
ON EACH LINE improvement improvement Satisfactory good

a. GPs' appointment systems 2328

b. Amount of time GP gives to each patient 2329

c. Being able to choose which GP to see 2330

d. Quality of medical treatment by GPs 2331

e. Hospital waiting lists for non-emergency
operations 2332

f. Waiting time before getting appointments
with hospital consultants 2333

g. General condition of hospital buildings 2334

h. Staffing level of nurses in hospitals 2335

i. Staffing level of doctors in hospitals 2336

j. Quality of medical treatment in hospitals 2337

k. Quality of nursing care in hospitals 2338

l. Waiting areas in accident and emergency
departments in hospitals 2339

m. Waiting areas for out-patients in hospitals 2340

n. Waiting areas at GPs' surgeries 2341

o. Time spent waiting in out-patient departments 2342

p. Time spent waiting in accident and emergency
departments before being seen by a doctor 2343

q. Time spent waiting for an ambulance after
a 999 call 2344

(1) (2) (3) (4)
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56. In the last two years, have you or a close family member ...

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ON EACH LINE
Yes No

a. ... visited an NHS GP? 2345

b. ... been an out-patient in an NHS hospital? 2346

c. ... been an in-patient in an NHS hospital? 2347

d. ... visited a patient in an NHS hospital? 2348

e. ... had any medical treatment as a private patient? 2349

f. ... had any dental treatment as a private patient? 2350

 (1)      (2)

57a. Do you think that trade unions in this country have
too much power or too little power?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Far too much power   (1) 2351

Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)

b. How about business and industry?  Do they have
too much power or too little power?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Far too much power   (1) 2352

Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)

c. And what about the government, does it have too
much power or too little power?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Far too much power   (1) 2353

Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)
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58a. Are you currently in paid work for at least
10 hours a week?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Yes   (1) 2354

No    (2 )

PLEASE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CURRENTLY IN PAID WORK
FOR AT LEAST 10 HOURS A WEEK

b. Are you an employee or self-employed?
(If you have several jobs, please answer
about your main job.)

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Employee   (1 ) 2355

Self-employed    (2 )

PLEASE ANSWER IF YOU ARE AN EMPLOYEE

59. Do you agree, or disagree, with the following
statements about working at your present
workplace?

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Agree agree nor Disagree Can't
ON EACH LINE strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose

a. I feel there will be a job for me where
I work now for as long as I want it 2356

b. People at my workplace usually feel
well-informed about what is happening
there 2357

c. I am proud to tell people which
organisation I work for 2358

d. At my workplace, management and
employees are always at loggerheads 2359

e. Managers at my workplace usually
keep their promises to the employees 2360

f. I’m always on the look-out for a job
that is better than mine 2361

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

SPARE

2362-

2380

Please
answer b.

Please
go to 
Question 60

Please
go to 
Question 60

Please
go to 
Question 59
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

60. Please tick a box for each statement to CARD 24

show how you feel about disabled people.

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. In general, people with disabilities
cannot be as effective at work as
people without disabilities 2409

b. The main problem faced by disabled
people at work is other people’s
prejudice, not their own lack of ability 2410

c. Employers should not make special
allowances for people with disabilities 2411

d. Employers should be forced to employ
more people with disabilities, even if
it leads to extra costs 2412

e. Shops and banks should be forced to
make themselves easier for people with
disabilities to use, even if this leads to
higher prices 2413

f. Services run by government or local
authorities should be forced to make
themselves easier for people with
disabilities to use, even if this leads
to higher taxes 2414

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

61. How much do you agree or disagree with SPARE

each of these statements? 2415-

2417

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Strongly agree nor Strongly Can’t

agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. We believe too often in science,
and not enough in feelings and faith 2418

b. Any change humans cause in nature
- no matter how scientific - is likely 2419

to make things worse

c. Human beings should respect nature
because it was created by God 2420

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)   (5)  (8)

SPARE

2421
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62. Now some questions on research into human genes.

Which one of these two statements comes closest to your
views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )
Scientists should be trusted to decide for
themselves what genetic research to do   (1) 2422

OR
There should be an independent ‘watchdog’ to keep an

eye on the research that scientists are doing into human genes   (2)

Can't choose   (8)

63. And which one of these two statements comes
closest to your views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )
Only with freedom from government controls will

genetic scientists make important new discoveries   (1) 2423

OR
Government controls are needed to watch out for new

discoveries that could hold serious dangers for the future   (2)

Can't choose   (8)

64. Do you think that …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

… scientists should not be allowed to carry out any research into human genes,   (1) 2424

or, that the only genetic research that should be allowed is to help
detect, prevent and cure diseases,    (2)

or, that scientists should be allowed to carry out whatever genetic
research they choose to do?         (3)

Can’t choose         (8)

65. Please tick one box on each line to show how
much you agree or disagree that …

Neither
READ OUT AND Agree agree nor Disagree Can’t
CODE ONE FOR EACH Strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose

a. … people at risk of having a child
with serious genetic disorder should
not start a family? 2425

b. … research into human genes will
do more harm than good? 2426

(1)   (2) (3)  (4)     (5)  (8)
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66. How hopeful or worried for the future do

you feel about discoveries into human
genes and what these may lead to?
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Very hopeful about the future   (1) 2427

Fairly hopeful    (2)

Hopeful about some things, worried about others         (3)

Fairly worried         (4)

Very worried about the future         (5)

Haven’t really thought about it         (6)

SPARE

Can’t choose    (8) 2428-

2480

67. Which is these statements comes closest to CARD 25

your view about general elections?
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

In a general election … It’s not really worth voting   (1) 2513

People should vote only if they care who wins    (2)

It’s everyone’s duty to vote    (3)

68a. Looking at the list below, please tick the box
next to the one thing you think should be Britain’s
highest priority, the most important thing it
should do.

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Britain should … Maintain order in the nation   (1) 2514

Give people more say in government decisions    (2)

Fight rising prices         (3)

Protect freedom of speech    (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

b. And which one do you think should be Britain’s next
highest priority, the second most important thing
it should do?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Britain should … Maintain order in the nation   (1) 2515

Give people more say in government decisions    (2)

Fight rising prices         (3)

Protect freedom of speech    (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

SPARE

2509-

2512
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69. Now we have some questions about opportunities for
getting ahead/
Please tick one box for each of these to show how
important you think it is for getting ahead in life …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Essen- Very Fairly Not Not Can’t
ON EACH LINE tial impor- impor- very at all choose

tant tant impor- impor-
tant tant

a. Firstly, how important is coming from
a wealthy family? 2516

b. Having a good education yourself? 2517

c. Knowing the right people? 2518

d. A person’s race? 2519

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5) (8)

70. Please tick one box to show how much you
agree or disagree with the following statement.

“I could not imagine leaving this area,
whatever the benefit.”

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Agree strongly   (1) 2520

Agree    (2)

Neither agree nor disagree         (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)

71. How much do you agree or disagree with each
of these statements?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE agree

Strongly nor Strongly Can’t
agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. Once children have left home, they
should no longer expect help from
their parents 2521

b. People should keep in touch with
close family members even if they
don’t have much in common 2522

c. I’d rather spend time with my friends
than my family 2523

d. I try to stay in touch with all my
relatives, not just my close family 2524

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5) (8)
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And now some questions about local government.

72. Which of these two statements comes closest
to your views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )
Local councils would make better decisions

if they made more effort to find out what local people want   (1) 2525

OR
Local councillors should just get on and make the important

decisions themselves. After all, that’s what we elected them for   (2)

Can't choose   (8)

73. And which of these two statements comes
closest to your views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )
Local elections should be held every year so we can soon

make it clear if we think our local council is doing a bad job   (1) 2526

OR
Local elections should only be held every three or four years or

else local councils will never get anything done   (2)

Can't choose   (8)

74. Please tick one box to show how much you
agree or disagree with the following statements.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. Councillors know better than voters who
is the best person to lead the local council 2527

b. A council that wants to increase the
council tax by more than inflation should
have to get a majority vote in favour
through a local referendum 2528

c. So many other people vote in local
elections it doesn’t matter whether
I vote or not 2529

(1)   (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)
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75. Please tick one box to show how much you agree

or disagree with the following statements.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. The way that people decide to vote in
local elections is the main thing that
decides how things are run in this area 2530

b. There is no point in voting in local
elections because in the end it makes
no difference who gets in 2531

c. Private companies can always run
things more efficiently than local
councils 2532

d. Generally speaking, those we elect as
councillors lose touch with people
pretty quickly 2533

e. Local council elections are sometimes
so complicated that I really don’t
know who to vote for 2534

f. I feel that I could do as good a job
as a councillor as most other people 2535

g. Councillors don’t care much what
people like me think 2536

(1)   (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)
SPARE

2537-

2580

SPARE

76. Please tick one box for each statement to show 2609

how much you agree or disagree with it. 2680

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither CARD 27

ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree
strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. The welfare state makes people
nowadays less willing to look after
themselves 2709

b. People receiving social security are made
to feel like second class citizens 2710

c. The welfare state encourages people
to stop helping each other 2711

d. The government should spend more
money on welfare benefits for the poor,
even if it leads to higher taxes 2712

e. Around here, most unemployed people
could find a job if they really wanted
one 2713

f. Many people who get social security
don’t really deserve any help 2714

g. Most people on the dole are fiddling
in one way or another 2715

h. If welfare benefits weren’t so generous,
people would learn to stand on their
own two feet 2716

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)
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77. Please tick one box for each statement

below to show how much you agree or
disagree with it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. Government should redistribute income
from the better-off to those who are less
well off 2717

b. Big business benefits owners at the
expense of workers 2718

c. Ordinary working people do not get
their fair share of the nation’s wealth 2719

d. There is one law for the rich and one
for the poor 2720

e. Management will always try to get the
better of employees if it gets the chance 2721

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)

78. Please tick one box for each statement
below to show how much you agree or
disagree with it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. Young people today don’t have enough
respect for traditional British values 2722

b. People who break the law should be given
stiffer sentences 2723

c. For some crimes, the death penalty is the
most appropriate sentence 2724

d. Schools should teach children to obey
authority 2725

e. Censorship of films and magazines is
necessary to uphold moral standards 2726

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)

SPARE

2727-

2736
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79a. To help us plan better in future, please tell us about

how long it took you to complete this questionnaire.
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Less than 15 minutes    (1) 2737

Between 15 and 20 minutes    (2)

Between 21 and 30 minutes    (3)

Between 31 and 45 minutes    (4)

Between 46 and 60 minutes    (5)

Over one hour    (6)

b. And on what date did you fill in the questionnaire?

PLEASE WRITE IN: 1998 2738-

  DATE  MONTH 2745

SPARE

2746-

2780

Thank you very much for your help

0

Please keep the completed questionnaire for the interviewer if he or she
has arranged to call for it.  Otherwise, please post it as soon as possible in
the pre-paid envelope provided.
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First a few questions about the area where you live.

1. In some areas people do things together and try to help each
other, while in other areas people mostly go their own way.
In general, would you say you live in an area where ...

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

... people help each other,   (1) 2235

OR
people go their own way?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

Can't choose   (8)

2. Do you think you live in the sort of area where people
who thought a house was being broken into would ...

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

... do something about it,   (1) 2236

OR
just turn a blind eye?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

No burglaries in this area    (4)

Can't choose   (8)

3. And do you think burglaries in this area are ...
 ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
... mostly done by people from other areas,   (1) 2237

OR
mostly done by people from around here?   (2)

Mixture   (3)

No burglaries in this area    (4)

Can't choose   (8)

4. If you were going away for a week, are there people
living locally who you could ask to keep an eye on your
home?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Yes, friends/neighbours   (1) 2238

Yes, family   (2)

Yes, both friends and family   (3)

No    (4)

Can't choose   (8)
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5. Suppose a newly-married young couple, both with steady
jobs, asked your advice about whether to buy or rent a home.
If they had the choice, what would you advise them to do?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY To buy a home as soon as possible   (1) 2239

To wait a bit, then try to buy a home   (2)

Not to plan to buy a home at all   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

6. Still thinking of what you might say to this young couple,
please tick one box for each statement below to show
how much you agree or disagree with it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree Just agree nor Just Disagree

strongly agree disagree disagree strongly

a. Owning your home can be a risky
investment 2240

b. Over time, buying a home works out
less expensive than paying rent 2241

c. Owning your home makes it easier
to move when you want to 2242

d. Owning a home ties up money you
may need urgently for other things 2243

e. Owning a home gives you the freedom
to do what you want to it 2244

f. Owning a home is a big financial
burden to repair and maintain 2245

g. Your own home will be something
to leave your family 2246

h. Owning a home is just too much
of a responsibility 2247

i. Owning a home is too much of a risk
for couples without secure jobs 2248

j. Couples who buy their own homes would
be wise to wait before starting a family 2249

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)
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7. In your opinion, would you rather live in an area
where most people own their homes, or where most
people rent, or where there is a mixture?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Where most people own   (1) 2250

Where most people rent   (2)

Mixture   (3)

Don’t mind either way   (4)

Can’t choose    (8)

8. Do most people around here own their homes, or do most
people rent, or is it about equal?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Most people own   (1) 2251

Most people rent   (2)

About equal   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

9a. In your opinion, should your local council spend …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … more money in the poorer parts of the
district compared to other parts   (1) ANSWER b. 2252

… more money in the better off parts of the district
compared to other parts   (2)

… or should it spend its budget equally across the district?   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

b. And do you think that your local council should be
spending more money in your area compared to
other areas, or not?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Yes, more should be spent here   (1) 2253

No, more should not be spent here   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

GO TO
QUESTION 10
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

10. Which of these two statements comes closest to your
own view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY The government should increase taxes on the
better-off in order to spend more on the poor   (1) 2254

 OR

The government requires people who are better-off
to pay too much in taxes already   (2)

Can’t choose   (8)

SPARE

2255-

2280

11. Please tick one box for each statement to
show how much you agree or disagree CARD 23

with it.

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Agree agree nor Disagree Can’t
ON EACH LINE strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose

a. People today don’t place enough
value on the part grandparents
play in family life 2309

b. In most families, grandparents should
be closely involved in deciding how
their grandchildren are brought up 2310

c. Grandparents have little to teach the
grandchildren of today 2311

d. Many parents today do not appreciate
the help that grandparents give 2312

e. Grandparents tend to interfere too
much with the way their grandchildren
are brought up 2313

f. With so many working mothers,
families need grandparents to help
more and more 2314

(1)   (2) (3)  (4)     (5)  (8)
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12. Thinking about a single mother with a child under
school age.  Which one of these statements comes
closest to your view?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY She has a special duty to go out to work to
support her child   (1) 2315

She has a special duty to stay at home to look after her child   (2)

She should do as she chooses, like everyone else   (3)

Can't choose   (8)

13. Suppose this single mother did get a part-time job.
How much do you agree or disagree that the government
should provide money to help with child care?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2316

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)

14. And what about when the child reaches school age?
Which one of these statements comes closest to your
view about what the single mother should do?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

She has a special duty to go out to work to support her child   (1) 2317

She has a special duty to stay at home to look after her child   (2)

She should do as she chooses, like everyone else   (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

15. Suppose this single mother did go out to work.  How
much do you agree or disagree that the government
should provide money to help with child care outside
school?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2318

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)
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16. Some working couples with children find it hard to make ends
meet on low wages.  In these circumstances, do you think …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … the government should top-up their wages,   (1) 2319

or, is it up to the couple to look after themselves and their children
as best they can?   (2)

Can’t choose    (8)

17. And what about working couples without children?  If
they find it hard to make ends meet on low wages, do
you think …  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY … the government should top-up their wages,   (1) 2320

or, is it up to the couple to look after themselves
as best they can?   (2)

Can’t choose    (8)

18. Please show how much you agree or disagree
with the following statement?

“If the government tops up people’s wages,
it makes it easier for employers to get away
with paying low wages.”  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Agree strongly   (1) 2321

Agree   (2)

Neither agree nor disagree   (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

Can't choose   (8)

19. Suppose you were giving advice to a young couple about
the future.  Please say how much you agree or disagree
with each of these statements.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Dis- Disagree Can’t

strongly Agree disagree agree strongly choose

a. They should spend what they earn now
without worrying about the future 2322

b. They should save as much as they can,
because the government shouldn’t have to
bail them out later 2323

c. If they don’t save money while they’re young,
they’ll find themselves in trouble sooner
or later 2324

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5) (8)

SPARE

2325-

2327
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20. From what you know or have heard, please tick a box for each of the
items below to show whether you think the National Health Service
in your area is, on the whole, satisfactory or in need of improvement.

In need of In need
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX a lot of of some Very
ON EACH LINE improvement improvement Satisfactory good

a. GPs' appointment systems 2328

b. Amount of time GP gives to each patient 2329

c. Being able to choose which GP to see 2330

d. Quality of medical treatment by GPs 2331

e. Hospital waiting lists for non-emergency
operations 2332

f. Waiting time before getting appointments
with hospital consultants 2333

g. General condition of hospital buildings 2334

h. Staffing level of nurses in hospitals 2335

i. Staffing level of doctors in hospitals 2336

j. Quality of medical treatment in hospitals 2337

k. Quality of nursing care in hospitals 2338

l. Waiting areas in accident and emergency
departments in hospitals 2339

m. Waiting areas for out-patients in hospitals 2340

n. Waiting areas at GPs' surgeries 2341

o. Time spent waiting in out-patient departments 2342

p. Time spent waiting in accident and emergency
departments before being seen by a doctor 2343

q. Time spent waiting for an ambulance after
a 999 call 2344

(1) (2) (3) (4)
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21. In the last two years, have you or a close family member ...

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ON EACH LINE Yes No

a. ... visited an NHS GP? 2345

b. ... been an out-patient in an NHS hospital? 2346

c. ... been an in-patient in an NHS hospital? 2347

d. ... visited a patient in an NHS hospital? 2348

e. ... had any medical treatment as a private patient? 2349

f. ... had any dental treatment as a private patient? 2350

 (1)      (2)

22a. Do you think that trade unions in this country have
too much power or too little power?  ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Far too much power   (1) 2351

Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)

b. How about business and industry?  Do they have
too much power or too little power?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Far too much power   (1) 2352

Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)

c. And what about the government, does it have too
much power or too little power?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Far too much power   (1) 2353

Too much power    (2)

About the right amount of power    (3)

Too little power    (4)

Far too little power    (5)

Can’t choose    (8)
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23a. Are you currently in paid work for at least
10 hours a week?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Yes   (1) 2354

No    (2 )

PLEASE ANSWER IF YOU ARE CURRENTLY IN PAID WORK
FOR AT LEAST 10 HOURS A WEEK

b. Are you an employee or self-employed?
(If you have several jobs, please answer
about your main job.)

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Employee   (1) 2355

Self-employed    (2 )

PLEASE ANSWER IF YOU ARE AN EMPLOYEE

24. Do you agree, or disagree, with the following
statements about working at your present
workplace?

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Agree agree nor Disagree Can't
ON EACH LINE strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose

a. I feel there will be a job for me where
I work now for as long as I want it 2356

b. People at my workplace usually feel
well-informed about what is happening
there 2357

c. I am proud to tell people which
organisation I work for 2358

d. At my workplace, management and
employees are always at loggerheads 2359

e. Managers at my workplace usually
keep their promises to the employees 2360

f. I’m always on the look-out for a job
that is better than mine 2361

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

SPARE

2362-

2380

Please
answer b.

Please
go to Q25

Please
go to Q25

Please
go to Q24
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

25. Please tick a box for each statement to
show how you feel about disabled people. CARD 24

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly agree nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. In general, people with disabilities
cannot be as effective at work as
people without disabilities 2409

b. The main problem faced by disabled
people at work is other people’s
prejudice, not their own lack of ability 2410

c. Employers should not make special
allowances for people with disabilities 2411

d. Employers should be forced to employ
more people with disabilities, even if
it leads to extra costs 2412

e. Shops and banks should be forced to
make themselves easier for people with
disabilities to use, even if this leads to
higher prices 2413

f. Services run by government or local
authorities should be forced to make
themselves easier for people with
disabilities to use, even if this leads
to higher taxes 2414

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

26. How much do you agree or disagree with SPARE

each of these statements? 2415-

2417

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Strongly agree nor Strongly Can’t

agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree choose

a. We believe too often in science,
and not enough in feelings and faith 2418

b. Any change humans cause in nature
- no matter how scientific - is likely
to make things worse 2419

c. Human beings should respect nature
because it was created by God 2420

d. Overall, modern science does more
harm than good 2421

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)   (5)  (8)
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27. Now some questions on research into human genes.
Which one of these two statements comes closest to your
views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )
Scientists should be trusted to decide for
themselves what genetic research to do   (1) 2422

OR
There should be an independent ‘watchdog’ to keep an

eye on the research that scientists are doing into human genes   (2)

Can't choose   (8)

28. And which one of these two statements comes
closest to your views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )
Only with freedom from government controls will

genetic scientists make important new discoveries   (1) 2423

OR
Government controls are needed to watch out for new

discoveries that could hold serious dangers for the future   (2)

Can't choose   (8)

29. Do you think that …
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

… scientists should not be allowed to carry out any research into human genes,   (1) 2424

or, that the only genetic research that should be allowed is to help
detect, prevent and cure diseases,    (2)

or, that scientists should be allowed to carry out whatever genetic
research they choose to do?         (3)

Can’t choose    (8)

30. Please tick one box on each line to show how
much you agree or disagree that …

Neither
READ OUT AND Agree agree nor Disagree Can’t
CODE ONE FOR EACH Strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose

a. … people at risk of having a child
with serious genetic disorder should
not start a family? 2425

b. … research into human genes will
do more harm than good? 2426

(1)   (2) (3)  (4)     (5)  (8)
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31. How hopeful or worried for the future do
you feel about discoveries into human
genes and what these may lead to?
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Very hopeful about the future   (1) 2427

Fairly hopeful    (2)

Hopeful about some things, worried about others         (3)

Fairly worried         (4)

Very worried about the future         (5)

Haven’t really thought about it         (6)

SPARE

Can’t choose    (8) 2428-

2480

SPARE

2509-

32. How true do you think the following statement is? 2580

"Within the next twenty years or so, a shortage of housing CARD 26

will be one of the most serious problems for Britain."

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )

Definitely true    (1) 2609

Probably true    (2)

Probably not true    (3)

Definitely not true    (4)

Can't choose    (8)

33. Suppose Britain did need a lot more new housing,
where do you think most of it should be built …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
( )

… at or near the centre of towns and cities,    (1) 2610

on the outskirts of existing towns and cities,    (2)

or, in new developments in the countryside?    (3)

Can't choose    (8)
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34. How about new housing in this neighbourhood?
Would you like to see …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )

… many more houses built around here,    (1) 2611

a few more houses,    (2)

or, is it already built up enough around here?    (3)

Can't choose    (8)

Now some questions about the countryside.

35a. Which one of these two statements comes closest to your own views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
( )

Industry should be prevented from causing damage to the countryside,
even if this sometimes leads to higher prices    (1) 2612

OR
Industry should keep prices down, even if this sometimes causes

damage to the countryside    (2)

b. And which of these two statements comes closest
to your own views?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
( )

The countryside should be protected from development, even if this
sometimes leads to fewer jobs    (1) 2613

OR
New jobs should be created, even if this sometimes causes damage

to the countryside    (2)

36a. Suppose a rarely-used footpath runs through farming land.
Should the farmer be able to get it closed without a lot of
fuss and bother? ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Definitely should    (1) 2614

Probably should    (2)

Probably should not    (3)

Definitely should not    (4)

It depends    (5)

Can't choose    (8)

b. Now suppose this rarely-used footpath ran through woods on
the farmer's land.  Should he be able to get it closed without a
lot of fuss and bother? ( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY Definitely should    (1) 2615

Probably should    (2)

Probably should not    (3)

Definitely should not    (4)

It depends    (5)

Can't choose    (8)
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37. Please tick one box on each line to show how much you
agree or disagree with each of the following statements.

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Agree agree nor Disagree
ON EACH LINE strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. New housing should be built in cities, towns
and villages rather than in the countryside 2616

b. It is more important to keep green-belt
areas than to build new homes there 2617

c. Planning laws should be relaxed so that people
who want to live in the countryside may do so 2618

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4) (5)

38. Two ideas have been put forward for derelict or unused land
near some of Britain's big cities.  One is that forests should
be planted on this land, to provide somewhere for city-dwellers to
visit.  The other is that the land should be used for more housing
and jobs.  Which of these two ideas do you prefer for this land …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
 ( )

… planting forests,    (1) 2619

or, providing more housing and jobs?    (2)

    Can't choose    (8)

39a. The new owner of a stately home containing historic
paintings and furniture wishes to close it to the public.
Should he or should he not have the right to do this?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Definitely should have the right    (1) 2620

Probably should have the right    (2)

Probably should not have the right    (3)

Definitely should not have the right    (4)

It depends    (5)

    Can't choose    (8)

b. A new landowner of a large estate in a beautiful
part of Britain decides to fence off a remote part of
his land to stop people visiting it.  Should he or
should he not have the right to do this?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Definitely should have the right    (1) 2621

Probably should have the right    (2)

Probably should not have the right    (3)

Definitely should not have the right    (4)

It depends    (5)

    Can't choose    (8)
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40. In general, do you think that air pollution
caused by cars is …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

… extremely dangerous for the environment,    (1) 2622

very dangerous,    (2)

somewhat dangerous,    (3)

not very dangerous,    (4)

or, not dangerous at all for the environment?    (5)

Can't choose    (8)

41. In general, do you think that air pollution
caused by industry is …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

… extremely dangerous for the environment,    (1) 2623

very dangerous,    (2)

somewhat dangerous,    (3)

not very dangerous,    (4)

or, not dangerous at all for the environment?    (5)

Can't choose    (8)

42. In general, do you think that pesticides
and chemicals used in farming are …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

… extremely dangerous for the environment,    (1) 2624

very dangerous,    (2)

somewhat dangerous,    (3)

not very dangerous,    (4)

or, not dangerous at all for the environment?    (5)

Can't choose    (8)
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43. In general, do you think that pollution of
Britain’s rivers, lakes and streams is …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

… extremely dangerous for the environment,    (1) 2625

very dangerous,    (2)

somewhat dangerous,    (3)

not very dangerous,    (4)

or, not dangerous at all for the environment?    (5)

Can't choose    (8)

44. In general, do you think that a rise in the
world’s temperature caused by the
‘greenhouse effect’ is …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

… extremely dangerous for the environment,    (1) 2626

very dangerous,    (2)

somewhat dangerous,    (3)

not very dangerous,    (4)

or, not dangerous at all for the environment?    (5)

Can't choose    (8)

45a Are there bus services around here that link
your neighbourhood with nearby shops and services?

 ( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Yes    (1)  ANSWER b. 2627

No    (2)  GO TO
QUESTION 46

b. From what you know or have heard, please tick one box
for each statement to show how much you agree or
disagree that these buses generally …

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ON EACH LINE

Agree Agree Dis- Dis- Vary too Can’t
strongly agree agree much to choose

strongly say

a. … are clean and tidy? 2628

b. … stop too far away from your home? 2629

c. … are safe to travel in after dark? 2630

d. … do not run often enough? 2631

e. … cost too much? 2632

f. … will take you where you mostly
need to go? 2633

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)
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EVERYONE PLEASE ANSWER

46a. How much do you agree or disagree with this statement?

“Many of the short journeys I now make by car I could just
as easily walk."

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Agree strongly    (1) 2634

Agree    (2)

Neither agree nor disagree    (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

I never travel by car    (6)

Can't choose    (8)

b. And how much do you agree or disagree with this
statement?

"Many of the short journeys I now make by car I could
just as easily go by bus."

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY  ( )

Agree strongly    (1) 2635

Agree    (2)

Neither agree nor disagree    (3)

Disagree    (4)

Disagree strongly    (5)

I never travel by car    (6)

Can't choose    (8)

47. Please tick one box for each statement to show how much
you agree or disagree.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree Can't

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly choose
a. For the sake of the environment, car

users should pay higher taxes 2636

b. The government should build more
motorways to reduce traffic congestion 2637

c. Driving one’s own car is too convenient to
give up for the sake of the environment 2638

d. Building more roads just encourages
more traffic 2639

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)
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48a. How important do you think it is to cut down the number
of cars on Britain’s roads?

( )
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

Very important     (1) 2640

Fairly important     (2)

Not very important     (3)

Not at all important     (4)

Can't choose     (8)

b. And how important is it to improve public transport in Britain?
( )

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Very important     (1) 2641

Fairly important     (2)

Not very important     (3)

Not at all important     (4)

Can't choose     (8)

49. Many people feel that public transport should be improved.
Here are some ways of finding the money to do it.  How much
would you support or oppose each one, as a way of raising
money to improve public transport?

Neither
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Strongly support nor Strongly Can't
ON EACH LINE support Support oppose Oppose oppose choose

a. Gradually doubling the cost of
petrol over the next ten years 2642

b. Charging all motorists around £2 each
time they enter or drive through a city
or town centre at peak times 2643

c. Cutting in half spending on new
roads 2644

d. Cutting in half spending on main-
tenance of the roads we have already 2645

e. Charging £1 for every 50 miles
motorists travel on motorways 2646

f. Increasing taxes like VAT that we
all pay on goods and services 2647

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  (8)
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50a. Please tick one box to show which is closest to your
views about the following statement.

"The amount of traffic on the roads is one of the most
serious problems for Britain."
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )

Definitely true    (1) 2648

Probably true    (2)

Probably not true    (3)

Definitely not true    (4)

Can't choose    (8)

b. How true do you think the following statement is?

"Within the next twenty years or so, traffic congestion
will be one of the most serious problems for Britain."
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY ( )

Definitely true    (1) 2649

Probably true    (2)

Probably not true    (3)

Definitely not true    (4)

Can't choose    (8)

51. Here are a number of circumstances in which
a woman might consider an abortion.  Please say
whether or not you think the law should allow an
abortion in each case.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ON EACH LINE Should abortion be
allowed by law?

Yes No

a. The woman decides on her own she does not
wish to have the child 2650

b. The couple agree they do not wish to have the child 2651

c. The woman is not married and does not
wish to marry the man 2652

d. The couple cannot afford any more children 2653

e. There is a strong chance of a defect in the baby 2654

f. The woman’s health is seriously endangered by
the pregnancy 2655

g. The woman became pregnant as a result of rape 2656

(1) (2)

SPARE

2657-

2680
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52. Please tick one box for each statement to
show how much you agree or disagree with CARD 27

it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. The welfare state makes people
nowadays less willing to look after
themselves 2709

b. People receiving social security are made
to feel like second class citizens 2710

c. The welfare state encourages people
to stop helping each other 2711

d. The government should spend more
money on welfare benefits for the poor,
even if it leads to higher taxes 2712

e. Around here, most unemployed people
could find a job if they really wanted
one 2713

f. Many people who get social security
don’t really deserve any help 2714

g. Most people on the dole are fiddling
in one way or another 2715

h. If welfare benefits weren’t so generous,
people would learn to stand on their
own two feet 2716

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)

53. Please tick one box for each statement
below to show how much you agree or
disagree with it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. Government should redistribute income
from the better-off to those who are less
well off 2717

b. Big business benefits owners at the
expense of workers 2718

c. Ordinary working people do not get
their fair share of the nation’s wealth 2719

d. There is one law for the rich and one
for the poor 2720

e. Management will always try to get the
better of employees if it gets the chance 2721

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)
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54. Please tick one box for each statement
below to show how much you agree or
disagree with it.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX Neither
ON EACH LINE Agree agree nor Disagree

strongly Agree disagree Disagree strongly

a. Young people today don’t have enough
respect for traditional British values 2722

b. People who break the law should be given
stiffer sentences 2723

c. For some crimes, the death penalty is the
most appropriate sentence 2724

d. Schools should teach children to obey
authority 2725

e. Censorship of films and magazines is
necessary to uphold moral standards 2726

(1)   (2)  (3)   (4)  (5)

55a. To help us plan better in future, please tell us about SPARE

how long it took you to complete this questionnaire. 2727-

 ( ) 2736

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
Less than 15 minutes    (1) 2737

Between 15 and 20 minutes    (2)

Between 21 and 30 minutes    (3)

Between 31 and 45 minutes    (4)

Between 46 and 60 minutes    (5)

Over one hour    (6)

b. And on what date did you fill in the questionnaire?

PLEASE WRITE IN: 1998 2738-

  DATE  MONTH 2745

SPARE

2746-

2780

Thank you very much for your help

0

Please keep the completed questionnaire for the interviewer if he or she
has arranged to call for it.  Otherwise, please post it as soon as possible in
the pre-paid envelope provided.



P1725/A

BRITISH SOCIAL ATTITUDES

SPRING 1998



P1725/A CARD A1

Married

Living as married

Separated (after being married)

Divorced

Widowed

Single (never married)



P1725/A CARD B1

Very common

Fairly common

Not very common

Not at all common

P1725/A CARD B2

Tenants’ or residents’ association
Parent-teachers’ association
Board of school governors or School Board
A political party
Parish or town council
Neighbourhood council or forum
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme
Local conservation or environmental group
Other local community or voluntary group
(PLEASE SAY WHAT IT DOES)



P1725/A CARD B3

Very easy

Fairly easy

Neither easy nor difficult

Fairly difficult

Very difficult

P1725/A CARD C1

Son(s) or daughter(s)

Parent(s)

Grandparent(s)

Grandchild(ren)

Great-grandparent(s)

Great-grandchild(ren)



P1725/A CARD C2

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/A CARD C3

Daily

At least several times a week

At least once a week

At least once a fortnight

At least once a month

Several times a year

Less often

Never



P1725/A CARD C4

Less than 15 minutes

Between 15 and 30 minutes

Between 30 minutes and 1 hour

Between 1 and 2 hours

Between 2 and 3 hours

Between 3 and 5 hours

Between 5 and 12 hours

Over 12 hours

P1725/A CARD C5

Daily

At least several times a week

At least once a week

At least once a fortnight

At least once a month

Several times a year

Less often

Never



P1725/A CARD C6

Once a week or more often

Several times a month

Every month or so

Every six months

Once in the past year

Never in the past year

P1725/A CARD C7

We have agreed about almost everything

We have agreed more often than not

We have disagreed more often than not

We have disagreed about almost everything



P1725/A CARD C8

They have agreed about almost everything

They have agreed more often than not

They have disagreed more often than not

They have disagreed about almost everything

P1725/A CARD D1

Spend much more

Spend more

Spend the same as now

Spend less

Spend much less



P1725/A CARD D2

Reduce taxes and spend less on health,
education and social benefits

Keep taxes and spending on these services at
the same level as now

Increase taxes and spend more on health,
education and social benefits

P1725/A CARD D3

Mainly the government

Mainly a person’s employer

Mainly a person themselves and their family



P1725/A CARD D4

Mainly the government

Mainly a person themselves and their family

P1725/A CARD D5

Living comfortably on present income

Coping on present income

Finding it difficult on present income

Finding it very difficult on present income

Other (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/A CARD D6

Very satisfied

Quite satisfied

Neither satisfied not dissatisfied

Quite dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

P1725/A CARD D7

Definitely would

Probably would

Probably would not

Definitely would not



P1725/A CARD E1

In full-time education (not paid for by employer, including on
vacation)
On government training or employment programme (e.g.
Youth Training, Training for Work, etc)
In paid work (or away temporarily) for at least 10 hours in
the week
Waiting to take up paid work already accepted
Unemployed and registered at a benefit office
Unemployed and not registered, but actively looking for a job
(of at least 10 hours a week)
Unemployed, wanting a job (of at least 10 hours a week) but
not actively looking for a job
Permanently sick or disabled
Wholly retired from work
Looking after the home

P1725/A CARD E2

Private sector firm or company
Including, for example, limited companies and PLCs
Nationalised industry or public corporation
Including, for example, the Post Office and the BBC
Other public sector employer
Including, for example:
- Central government, Civil Service, Government Agencies
- Local authority, Local Education Authority (including ‘opted
out’ schools)
- Universities
- Health Authority/NHS hospitals/NHS Trusts/GP surgeries
- Police and Armed forces
Charity/Voluntary sector
Including, for example, charitable companies, churches and
trade unions
Other organisation (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/A CARD E3

Much too big a gap

Too big

About right

Too small

Much too small a gap

P1725/A CARD E4

Firm will close down
I will be declared redundant
I will reach normal retirement age
My contract of employment will expire
I will take early retirement
I will decide to leave and work for another
employer
I will decide to leave and work for myself, as self-
employed
I will leave to look after home, children or relative
Other reason (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/A CARD E5

Unions or staff associations should try to:

Improve working conditions
Improve pay
Protect existing jobs
Have more say over how work is done day-to-day
Have more say over management’s long-term
plans
Work for equal opportunities for women
Work for equal opportunities for ethnic
minorities
Reduce pay differences at the workplace

P1725/A CARD E6

Far too much power

Too much power

About the right amount of power

Too little power

Far too little power



P1725/A CARD E7

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/A CARD E8

Very likely

Fairly likely

Not very likely

Not at all likely



P1725/A CARD E9

Working is the normal thing to do
Need money for basic essentials such as food,
rent, or mortgage
To earn money to buy extras
To earn money of my own
For the company of other people
I enjoy working
To follow my career
For a change from my children or housework
Other reason (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/A CARD E10

In my job….

I only work as hard as I have to

I work hard, but not so that it interferes with the
rest of my life

I make a point of doing the best I can, even if it
sometimes does interfere with the rest of my life



P1725/A CARD E11

Mainly the government

Mainly the employer

Mainly a person and their family

Someone else (PLEASE SAY WHO)

P1725/A CARD E12

Mainly the government

Mainly employers in the local area

Mainly a person and their family

Someone else (PLEASE SAY WHO)



P1725/A CARD F1

Nursery school or pre-school children

Primary school children

Secondary school children

Less able children with special needs

Students at colleges or universities

P1725/A CARD F2

More information available about individual schools

More links between parents and schools

More resources for buildings, books and equipment

Better quality teachers

Smaller class sizes

More emphasis on exams and tests

More emphasis on developing the child’s skills and
interests

Better leadership within individual schools

Other (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/A CARD F3

More information available about individual schools

More links between parents and schools

More resources for buildings, books and equipment

Better quality teachers

Smaller class sizes

More emphasis on exams and tests

More emphasis on developing the child’s skills and
interests

More training and preparation for jobs

Better leadership within individual schools

Other (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/A CARD F4

Children should go to a different kind of
secondary school, according to how well they do
at primary school

All children should go to the same kind of
secondary school, no matter how well or badly
they do at primary school



P1725/A CARD G1

Works extremely well and could not be improved

Could be improved in small ways but mainly
works well

Could be improved quite a lot

Needs a great deal of improvement

P1725/A CARD G2

Contact my MP

Speak to an influential person

Contact a government department

Contact radio, TV or a newspaper

Sign a petition

Raise the issue in an organisation I already
belong to

Go on a protest or demonstration

Form a group of like-minded people



P1725/A CARD G3

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/A CARD G4

Just about always

Most of the time

Only some of the time

Almost never



P1725/A CARD G5

Very comfortable

Fairly comfortable

Fairly uncomfortable

Very uncomfortable

P1725/A CARD G6

Nothing wrong

Bit wrong

Wrong

Seriously wrong

Very seriously wrong



P1725/A CARD G7

Very comfortable

Fairly comfortable

Fairly uncomfortable

Very uncomfortable

P1725/A CARD H1

Very good value

Good value

Neither good value nor poor value

Poor value

Very poor value



P1725/A CARD H2

Very well

Fairly well

Not very well

Not at all well

P1725/A CARD H3

There was no-one who I wanted to vote for

I was too busy

I/someone in my family was unwell

I was away from home on election day

I was not interested in the election

I was not registered to vote

I deliberately decided not to vote

The polling station was too difficult to get to
these

Other reason (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/A CARD H4

Local elections should be held over a weekend
because more people would be able to go and
vote

Local elections should still be held on a
Thursday because people have better things to
do with their time at the weekend

I don’t mind either way

P1725/A CARD H5

Everyone should be allowed to vote by post in
local elections because more people would use
their vote

People should normally have to go to a polling
station to vote because that is the only way we
can be sure that elections are run fairly



P1725/A CARD H6

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/A CARD H7

The government should lay down standards for
schools that all councils have to meet by law

Local councils should be completely free to
decide for themselves how best to run their
schools



P1725/A CARD H8

The government should lay down standards for
who gets a ‘home help’ that all councils have to
meet by law

Local councils should be completely free to
decide for themselves who should get a ‘home
help’

P1725/A CARD H9

The government should lay down standards for
refuse collection that all councils have to meet
by law

Local councils should be completely free to
decide for themselves how best to run their
refuse collection



P1725/A CARD H10

Just about always

Most of the time

Only some of the time

Almost never

P1725/A CARD I1

Britain’s long-term policy should be …

To leave the European Union

To stay in the EU and try to reduce the EU’s
powers

To leave things as they are

To stay in the EU and try to increase the EU’s
powers

To work for the formation of a single European
government



P1725/A CARD I2

Replace the pound by a single currency

Use both the pound and a new European
currency in Britain

Keep the pound as the only currency for Britain

P1725/A CARD J1

British

English

European

Irish

Northern Irish

Scottish

Welsh

Other (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/A CARD J2

BLACK: of African origin
of Caribbean origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

ASIAN: of Indian origin
of Pakistani origin
of Bangladeshi origin
of Chinese origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

WHITE: of any European origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

MIXED ORIGIN: PLEASE SAY WHICH

OTHER: PLEASE SAY WHICH

P1725/A CARD J3

GCSE:  Grades D-G
 Grades A-C

CSE:  Grades 2-5
 CSE Grade 1

GCE ‘O’ level:  Grades D-E or 7-9
 Grades A-C or 1-6

School Certificate or Matriculation
Scottish (SCE) Ordinary:  Bands D-E

 Bands A-C
Scottish Standard Grades:  4-7

 1-3 or Pass
Scottish School Leaving Certificate of Lower Grade
SUPE Ordinary
Northern Ireland Junior Certificate
GCE ‘A’ level/’S’ level’/’AS’ level
Higher School Certificate
Scottish SCE/SLC/SUPE at Higher Grade
Northern Ireland Senior Certificate
Overseas school leaving exam or certificate



P1725/A CARD J4

Recognised trade apprenticeship completed
RSA/other clerical, commercial qualification

City and Guilds  Part I
Certificate:  Craft/Intermediate/Ordinary Part II

 Advanced/Final/Part III
 Full Technological/ Part IV

BEC/TEC:  General/ Ordinary National Certificate (ONC) or Diploma (OND)
 Higher/ Higher National Certificate (HNC) or Diploma (HND)

NVQ/SVQ:  Level 1/ GNVQ Foundation level
 Level 2/ GNVQ Intermediate level
 Level 3/ GNVQ Advanced level
 Level 4
 Level 5

Teacher Training qualification
Nursing qualification
Other technical or business qualification
University or CNAA degree or diploma
Other recognised  academic or vocational qualifications (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/A CARD J5

In full-time education (not paid for by employer, including on
vacation)
On government training or employment programme (e.g.
Youth Training, Training for Work, etc)
In paid work (or away temporarily) for at least 10 hours in the
week
Waiting to take up paid work already accepted
Unemployed and registered at a benefit office
Unemployed and not registered, but actively looking for a job (of
at least 10 hours a week)
Unemployed, wanting a job (of at least 10 hours a week) but
not actively looking for a job
Permanently sick or disabled
Wholly retired from work
Looking after the home



P1725/A CARD J6

Private sector firm or company
Including, for example, limited companies and PLCs
Nationalised industry or public corporation
Including, for example, the Post Office and the BBC
Other public sector employer
Including, for example:
- Central government, Civil Service, Government Agencies
- Local authority, Local Education Authority (including ‘opted
out’ schools)
- Universities
- Health Authority/NHS hospitals/NHS Trusts/GP surgeries
- Police and Armed forces
Charity/Voluntary sector
Including, for example, charitable companies, churches and
trade unions
Other organisation (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/A CARD J7

State retirement pension (National Insurance)
War Pension (War Disablement Pension or War Widow’s Pension)
Widow’s Benefits (Widow’s Pension and Widowed Mother’s Allowance)
Jobseeker’s Allowance/ Unemployment Benefit / Income Support for
the Unemployed
Income Support (other than for unemployment)
Child Benefit (formerly Family Allowance)
One Parent Benefit
Family Credit
Housing Benefit (Rent Rebate)
Council Tax Benefit (or Rebate)
Incapacity Benefit/Sickness Benefit/Invalidity Benefit
Disability Living Allowance (for people under 65)
Attendance Allowance (for people aged 65+)
Severe Disablement Allowance
Invalid Care Allowance
Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit
Other state benefit (PLEASE SAY WHICH)



P1725/A CARD J8

Earnings from employment (own or spouse/partner’s)
Occupational pension(s) - from previous employer(s)
State retirement or widow’s pension
Jobseeker’s Allowance/ Unemployment Benefit
Income Support
Family Credit
Invalidity, sickness or disabled pension or benefit(s)
Other state benefit (PLEASE SAY WHICH)
Interest from savings or investments
Student grant
Dependent on parents/other relatives
Other main source of income (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

P1725/A CARD J9
WEEKLY income ANNUAL income
BEFORE tax BEFORE tax

Letter
Less than £77 …. Q …. Less than £3,999
£78-£115 … T … £4,000 - £5,999
£116-£154 … O … £6,000-£7,999
£155-£192 …. K …. £8,000-£9,999
£193-£230 …. L …. £10,000-£11,999
£231-£289 … B … £12,000-£14,999
£290-£346 … Z … £15,000-£17,999
£347-£385 …. M … £18,000-£19,999
£386-£442 …. F … £20,000-£22,999
£443-£500 …. J …. £23,000-£25,999
£501-£558 …. D …. £26,000-£28,999
£559-£615 …. H … £29,000-£31,999
£616-£673 …. C … £32,000-£34,999
£674-£730 …. G …. £35,000-£37,999
£731-£788 …. P …. £38,000-£40,999
£789-£845 …. N … £41,000-£43,999
£846 or more …. Y … £44,000 or more



P1725/B

BRITISH SOCIAL ATTITUDES

SPRING 1998



P1725/B CARD A1

Married

Living as married

Separated (after being married)

Divorced

Widowed

Single (never married)



P1725/B CARD B1

Very common

Fairly common

Not very common

Not at all common

P1725/B CARD B2

Tenants’ or residents’ association
Parent-teachers’ association
Board of school governors or School Board
A political party
Parish or town council
Neighbourhood council or forum
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme
Local conservation or environmental group
Other local community or voluntary group (PLEASE
SAY WHAT IT DOES)



P1725/B CARD B3

Very easy

Fairly easy

Neither easy nor difficult

Fairly difficult

Very difficult

P1725/B CARD C1

Son(s) or daughter(s)

Parent(s)

Grandparent(s)

Grandchild(ren)

Great-grandparent(s)

Great-grandchild(ren)



P1725/B CARD C2

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/B CARD C3

Daily

At least several times a week

At least once a week

At least once a fortnight

At least once a month

Several times a year

Less often

Never



P1725/B CARD C4

Less than 15 minutes

Between 15 and 30 minutes

Between 30 minutes and 1 hour

Between 1 and 2 hours

Between 2 and 3 hours

Between 3 and 5 hours

Between 5 and 12 hours

Over 12 hours

P1725/B CARD C5

Daily

At least several times a week

At least once a week

At least once a fortnight

At least once a month

Several times a year

Less often

Never



P1725/B CARD C6

Once a week or more often

Several times a month

Every month or so

Every six months

Once in the past year

Never in the past year

P1725/B CARD C7

We have agreed about almost everything

We have agreed more often than not

We have disagreed more often than not

We have disagreed about almost everything



P1725/B CARD C8

They have agreed about almost everything

They have agreed more often than not

They have disagreed more often than not

They have disagreed about almost everything

P1725/B CARD D1

Spend much more

Spend more

Spend the same as now

Spend less

Spend much less



P1725/B CARD D2

Reduce taxes and spend less on health,
education and social benefits

Keep taxes and spending on these services at
the same level as now

Increase taxes and spend more on health,
education and social benefits

P1725/B CARD D3

Mainly the government

Mainly a person’s employer

Mainly a person themselves and their family



P1725/B CARD D4

Mainly the government

Mainly a person themselves and their family

P1725/B CARD D5

Living comfortably on present income

Coping on present income

Finding it difficult on present income

Finding it very difficult on present income

Other (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/B CARD D6

Very satisfied

Quite satisfied

Neither satisfied not dissatisfied

Quite dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

P1725/B CARD D7

Definitely would

Probably would

Probably would not

Definitely would not



P1725/B CARD E1

In full-time education (not paid for by employer, including on
vacation)
On government training or employment programme (e.g.
Youth Training, Training for Work, etc)
In paid work (or away temporarily) for at least 10 hours in the
week
Waiting to take up paid work already accepted
Unemployed and registered at a benefit office
Unemployed and not registered, but actively looking for a job (of
at least 10 hours a week)
Unemployed, wanting a job (of at least 10 hours a week) but
not actively looking for a job
Permanently sick or disabled
Wholly retired from work
Looking after the home

P1725/B CARD E2

Private sector firm or company
Including, for example, limited companies and PLCs
Nationalised industry or public corporation
Including, for example, the Post Office and the BBC
Other public sector employer
Including, for example:
- Central government, Civil Service, Government Agencies
- Local authority, Local Education Authority (including ‘opted
out’ schools)
- Universities
- Health Authority/NHS hospitals/NHS Trusts/GP surgeries
- Police and Armed forces
Charity/Voluntary sector
Including, for example charitable companies, churches and
trade unions
Other organisation (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/B CARD E3

Much too big a gap

Too big

About right

Too small

Much too small a gap

P1725/B CARD E4

Firm will close down
I will be declared redundant
I will reach normal retirement age
My contract of employment will expire
I will take early retirement
I will decide to leave and work for another
employer
I will decide to leave and work for myself, as self-
employed
I will leave to look after home, children or relative
Other reason (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/B CARD E5

Unions or staff associations should try to:

Improve working conditions
Improve pay
Protect existing jobs
Have more say over how work is done day-to-day
Have more say over management’s long-term
plans
Work for equal opportunities for women
Work for equal opportunities for ethnic
minorities
Reduce pay differences at the workplace

P1725/B CARD E6

Far too much power

Too much power

About the right amount of power

Too little power

Far too little power



P1725/B CARD E7

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/B CARD E8

Very likely

Fairly likely

Not very likely

Not at all likely



P1725/B CARD E9

Working is the normal thing to do
Need money for basic essentials such as food,
rent, or mortgage
To earn money to buy extras
To earn money of my own
For the company of other people
I enjoy working
To follow my career
For a change from my children or housework
Other reason (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/B CARD E10

In my job….

I only work as hard as I have to

I work hard, but not so that it interferes with the
rest of my life

I make a point of doing the best I can, even if it
sometimes does interfere with the rest of my life



P1725/B CARD E11

Mainly the government

Mainly the employer

Mainly a person and their family

Someone else (PLEASE SAY WHO)

P1725/B CARD E12

Mainly the government

Mainly employers in the local area

Mainly a person and their family

Someone else (PLEASE SAY WHO)



P1725/B CARD F1

A lot of trust

Some trust

Very little trust

No trust at all

P1725/B CARD F2

Definitely should

Probably should

Probably should not

Definitely should not



P1725/B CARD F3

All pregnant women should be offered such tests

Only women where there is special reason to
suspect a problem should be offered such tests

Such tests should not be allowed at all

P1725/B CARD F4

Never right

Sometimes right

Always right



P1725/B CARD F5

All to do with genes

Mostly to do with genes

Mostly to do with upbringing or lifestyle

All to do with upbringing or lifestyle

An equal mixture of genes and upbringing/lifestyle

Just chance

Don’t know

P1725/B CARD F6

Definitely allowed

Probably allowed

Probably not allowed

Definitely not allowed



P1725/B CARD G1

Works extremely well and could not be improved

Could be improved in small ways but mainly
works well

Could be improved quite a lot

Needs a great deal of improvement

P1725/B CARD G2

Contact my MP

Speak to an influential person

Contact a government department

Contact radio, TV or a newspaper

Sign a petition

Raise the issue in an organisation I already

belong to

Go on a protest or demonstration

Form a group of like-minded people



P1725/B CARD G3

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/B CARD G4

Just about always

Most of the time

Only some of the time

Almost never



P1725/B CARD G5

Very comfortable

Fairly comfortable

Fairly uncomfortable

Very uncomfortable

P1725/B CARD G6

Nothing wrong

Bit wrong

Wrong

Seriously wrong

Very seriously wrong



P1725/B CARD G7

Very comfortable

Fairly comfortable

Fairly uncomfortable

Very uncomfortable

P1725/B CARD H1

Very good value

Good value

Neither good value nor poor value

Poor value

Very poor value



P1725/B CARD H2

Very well

Fairly well

Not very well

Not at all well

P1725/B CARD H3

There was no-one who I wanted to vote for

I was too busy

I/someone in my family was unwell

I was away from home on election day

I was not interested in the election

I was not registered to vote

I deliberately decided not to vote

The polling station was too difficult to get to
these

Other reason (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/B CARD H4

Local elections should be held over a weekend
because more people would be able to go and
vote

Local elections should still be held on a
Thursday because people have better things to
do with their time at the weekend

I don’t mind either way

P1725/B CARD H5

Everyone should be allowed to vote by post in
local elections because more people would use
their vote

People should normally have to go to a polling
station to vote because that is the only way we
can be sure that elections are run fairly



P1725/B CARD H6

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/B CARD H7

The government should lay down standards for
schools that all councils have to meet by law

Local councils should be completely free to
decide for themselves how best to run their
schools



P1725/B CARD H8

The government should lay down standards for
who gets a ‘home help’ that all councils have to
meet by law

Local councils should be completely free to
decide for themselves who should get a ‘home
help’

P1725/B CARD H9

The government should lay down standards for
refuse collection that all councils have to meet
by law

Local councils should be completely free to
decide for themselves how best to run their
refuse collection



P1725/B CARD H10

Just about always

Most of the time

Only some of the time

Almost never

P1725/B CARD J1

British

English

European

Irish

Northern Irish

Scottish

Welsh

Other (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/B CARD J2

BLACK: of African origin
of Caribbean origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

ASIAN: of Indian origin
of Pakistani origin
of Bangladeshi origin
of Chinese origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

WHITE: of any European origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

MIXED ORIGIN: PLEASE SAY WHICH

OTHER: PLEASE SAY WHICH

P1725/B CARD J3

GCSE:  Grades D-G
 Grades A-C

CSE:  Grades 2-5
 CSE Grade 1

GCE ‘O’ level:  Grades D-E or 7-9
 Grades A-C or 1-6

School Certificate or Matriculation
Scottish (SCE) Ordinary:  Bands D-E

 Bands A-C
Scottish Standard Grades:  4-7

 1-3 or Pass
Scottish School Leaving Certificate of Lower Grade
SUPE Ordinary
Northern Ireland Junior Certificate
GCE ‘A’ level/’S’ level’/’AS’ level
Higher School Certificate
Scottish SCE/SLC/SUPE at Higher Grade
Northern Ireland Senior Certificate
Overseas school leaving exam or certificate



P1725/B CARD J4

Recognised trade apprenticeship completed
RSA/other clerical, commercial qualification

City and Guilds  Part I
Certificate:  Craft/Intermediate/Ordinary Part II

 Advanced/Final/Part III
 Full Technological/ Part IV

BEC/TEC:  General/ Ordinary National Certificate (ONC) or Diploma (OND)
 Higher/ Higher National Certificate (HNC) or Diploma (HND)

NVQ/SVQ:  Level 1/ GNVQ Foundation level
 Level 2/ GNVQ Intermediate level
 Level 3/ GNVQ Advanced level
 Level 4
 Level 5

Teacher Training qualification
Nursing qualification
Other technical or business qualification
University or CNAA degree or diploma
Other recognised  academic or vocational qualifications (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/B CARD J5

In full-time education (not paid for by employer, including on
vacation)
On government training or employment programme (e.g.
Youth Training, Training for Work, etc)
In paid work (or away temporarily) for at least 10 hours in the
week
Waiting to take up paid work already accepted
Unemployed and registered at a benefit office
Unemployed and not registered, but actively looking for a job (of
at least 10 hours a week)
Unemployed, wanting a job (of at least 10 hours a week) but
not actively looking for a job
Permanently sick or disabled
Wholly retired from work
Looking after the home



P1725/B CARD J6

Private sector firm or company
Including, for example, limited companies and PLCs
Nationalised industry or public corporation
Including, for example, the Post Office and the BBC
Other public sector employer
Including, for example:
- Central government, Civil Service, Government Agencies
- Local authority, Local Education Authority (including ‘opted
out’ schools)
- Universities
- Health Authority/NHS hospitals/NHS Trusts/GP surgeries
- Police and Armed forces
Charity/Voluntary sector
Including, for example, charitable companies, churches and
trade unions
Other organisation (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/B CARD J7

State retirement pension (National Insurance)
War Pension (War Disablement Pension or War Widow’s Pension)
Widow’s Benefits (Widow’s Pension and Widowed Mother’s Allowance)
Jobseeker’s Allowance/ Unemployment Benefit / Income Support for
the Unemployed
Income Support (other than for unemployment)
Child Benefit (formerly Family Allowance)
One Parent Benefit
Family Credit
Housing Benefit (Rent Rebate)
Council Tax Benefit (or Rebate)
Incapacity Benefit/Sickness Benefit/Invalidity Benefit
Disability Living Allowance (for people under 65)
Attendance Allowance (for people aged 65+)
Severe Disablement Allowance
Invalid Care Allowance
Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit
Other state benefit (PLEASE SAY WHICH)



P1725/B CARD J8

Earnings from employment (own or spouse/partner’s)
Occupational pension(s) - from previous employer(s)
State retirement or widow’s pension
Jobseeker’s Allowance/ Unemployment Benefit
Income Support
Family Credit
Invalidity, sickness or disabled pension or benefit(s)
Other state benefit (PLEASE SAY WHICH)
Interest from savings or investments
Student grant
Dependent on parents/other relatives
Other main source of income (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

P1725/B CARD J9
WEEKLY income ANNUAL income
BEFORE tax BEFORE tax

Letter
Less than £77 …. Q …. Less than £3,999
£78-£115 … T … £4,000 - £5,999
£116-£154 … O … £6,000-£7,999
£155-£192 …. K …. £8,000-£9,999
£193-£230 …. L …. £10,000-£11,999
£231-£289 … B … £12,000-£14,999
£290-£346 … Z … £15,000-£17,999
£347-£385 …. M … £18,000-£19,999
£386-£442 …. F … £20,000-£22,999
£443-£500 …. J …. £23,000-£25,999
£501-£558 …. D …. £26,000-£28,999
£559-£615 …. H … £29,000-£31,999
£616-£673 …. C … £32,000-£34,999
£674-£730 …. G …. £35,000-£37,999
£731-£788 …. P …. £38,000-£40,999
£789-£845 …. N … £41,000-£43,999
£846 or more …. Y … £44,000 or more



P1725/C

BRITISH SOCIAL ATTITUDES

SPRING 1998



P1725/C CARD A1

Married

Living as married

Separated (after being married)

Divorced

Widowed

Single (never married)



P1725/C CARD B1

Very common

Fairly common

Not very common

Not at all common

P1725/C CARD B2

Tenants’ or residents’ association
Parent-teachers’ association
Board of school governors or School Board
A political party
Parish or town council
Neighbourhood council or forum
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme
Local conservation or environmental group
Other local community or voluntary group
(PLEASE SAY WHAT IT DOES)



P1725/C CARD B3

Very easy

Fairly easy

Neither easy nor difficult

Fairly difficult

Very difficult

P1725/C CARD C1

Son(s) or daughter(s)

Parent(s)

Grandparent(s)

Grandchild(ren)

Great-grandparent(s)

Great-grandchild(ren)



P1725/C CARD C2

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/C CARD C3

Daily

At least several times a week

At least once a week

At least once a fortnight

At least once a month

Several times a year

Less often

Never



P1725/C CARD C4

Less than 15 minutes

Between 15 and 30 minutes

Between 30 minutes and 1 hour

Between 1 and 2 hours

Between 2 and 3 hours

Between 3 and 5 hours

Between 5 and 12 hours

Over 12 hours

P1725/C CARD C5

Daily

At least several times a week

At least once a week

At least once a fortnight

At least once a month

Several times a year

Less often

Never



P1725/C CARD C6

Once a week or more often

Several times a month

Every month or so

Every six months

Once in the past year

Never in the past year

P1725/C CARD C7

We have agreed about almost everything

We have agreed more often than not

We have disagreed more often than not

We have disagreed about almost everything



P1725/C CARD C8

They have agreed about almost everything

They have agreed more often than not

They have disagreed more often than not

They have disagreed about almost everything

P1725/C CARD D1

Spend much more

Spend more

Spend the same as now

Spend less

Spend much less



P1725/C CARD D2

Reduce taxes and spend less on health,
education and social benefits

Keep taxes and spending on these services at
the same level as now

Increase taxes and spend more on health,
education and social benefits

P1725/C CARD D3

Mainly the government

Mainly a person’s employer

Mainly a person themselves and their family



P1725/C CARD D4

Mainly the government

Mainly a person themselves and their family

P1725/C CARD D5

Living comfortably on present income

Coping on present income

Finding it difficult on present income

Finding it very difficult on present income

Other (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/C CARD D6

Very satisfied

Quite satisfied

Neither satisfied not dissatisfied

Quite dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

P1725/C CARD D7

Definitely would

Probably would

Probably would not

Definitely would not



P1725/C CARD E1

In full-time education (not paid for by employer, including on
vacation)
On government training or employment programme (e.g. Youth
Training, Training for Work, etc)
In paid work (or away temporarily) for at least 10 hours in the
week
Waiting to take up paid work already accepted
Unemployed and registered at a benefit office
Unemployed and not registered, but actively looking for a job (of at
least 10 hours a week)
Unemployed, wanting a job (of at least 10 hours a week) but not
actively looking for a job
Permanently sick or disabled
Wholly retired from work
Looking after the home

P1725/C CARD E2

Private sector firm or company
Including, for example, limited companies and PLCs
Nationalised industry or public corporation
Including, for example, the Post Office and the BBC
Other public sector employer
Including, for example:
- Central government, Civil Service, Government Agencies
- Local authority, Local Education Authority (including
‘opted out’ schools)
- Universities
- Health Authority/NHS hospitals/NHS Trusts/GP surgeries
- Police and Armed forces
Charity/Voluntary sector
Including, for example, charitable companies, churches and
trade unions
Other organisation (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/C CARD E3

Much too big a gap

Too big

About right

Too small

Much too small a gap

P1725/C CARD E4

Firm will close down
I will be declared redundant
I will reach normal retirement age
My contract of employment will expire
I will take early retirement
I will decide to leave and work for another
employer
I will decide to leave and work for myself, as self-
employed
I will leave to look after home, children or relative
Other reason (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/C CARD E5

Unions or staff associations should try to:

Improve working conditions
Improve pay
Protect existing jobs
Have more say over how work is done day-to-day
Have more say over management’s long-term
plans
Work for equal opportunities for women
Work for equal opportunities for ethnic
minorities
Reduce pay differences at the workplace

P1725/C CARD E6

Far too much power

Too much power

About the right amount of power

Too little power

Far too little power



P1725/C CARD E7

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree strongly

P1725/C CARD E8

Very likely

Fairly likely

Not very likely

Not at all likely



P1725/C CARD E9

Working is the normal thing to do
Need money for basic essentials such as food,
rent, or mortgage
To earn money to buy extras
To earn money of my own
For the company of other people
I enjoy working
To follow my career
For a change from my children or housework
Other reason (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/C CARD E10

In my job….

I only work as hard as I have to

I work hard, but not so that it interferes with the
rest of my life

I make a point of doing the best I can, even if it
sometimes does interfere with the rest of my life



P1725/C CARD E11

Mainly the government

Mainly the employer

Mainly a person and their family

Someone else (PLEASE SAY WHO)

P1725/C CARD E12

Mainly the government

Mainly employers in the local area

Mainly a person and their family

Someone else (PLEASE SAY WHO)



P1725/C CARD F1

A lot of trust

Some trust

Very little trust

No trust at all

P1725/C CARD F2

Definitely should

Probably should

Probably should not

Definitely should not



P1725/C CARD F3

All pregnant women should be offered such tests

Only women where there is special reason to
suspect a problem should be offered such tests

Such tests should not be allowed at all

P1725/C CARD F4

Never right

Sometimes right

Always right



P1725/C CARD F5

All to do with genes

Mostly to do with genes

Mostly to do with upbringing or lifestyle

All to do with upbringing or lifestyle

An equal mixture of genes and upbringing/lifestyle

Just chance

Don’t know

P1725/C CARD F6

Definitely allowed

Probably allowed

Probably not allowed

Definitely not allowed



P1725/C CARD G1

Litter and fly-tipping of rubbish
New housing and urban sprawl
Superstores and out-of-town shopping centres
Building new roads and motorways
Industrial development like factories, quarries and power
stations
Land and air pollution, or discharges into rivers and lakes
Changes to traditional ways of farming and of using
farmland
Changes to the ordinary natural appearance of the
countryside, including plants and wildlife
The number of tourists and visitors in the countryside
Other answer (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/C CARD G2

Contact MP or councillor

Contact a government or planning department

Contact radio, TV or a newspaper

Sign a petition

Join a conservation group

Give money to a campaign

Volunteer to work for a campaign

Go on a protest march or demonstration



P1725/C CARD G3

Contacted an MP or councillor
Contacted a government or planning department
Contacted radio, TV or a newspaper
Signed a petition
Joined a conservation group
Given money to a campaign
Volunteered to work for a campaign
Gone on a protest march or demonstration

P1725/C CARD G4

The general public through income tax and VAT

Everyone who lives in the countryside, through
their council taxes

Visitors and holidaymakers through fees and
charges

The farming community through their profits

Other businesses and industries in the
countryside, through their profits



P1725/C CARD G5

The National Trust
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
Friends of the Earth
World Widlife Fund/Worldwide Fund for Nature
Greenpeace
Council for the Protection of Rural
(England/Scotland/Wales)
Other wildlife or countryside protection group
Ramblers Association
Other countryside sport or recreation group
Urban conservation group
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament

P1725/C CARD H1

A very serious problem

A serious problem

Not a very serious problem

Not a problem at all



P1725/C CARD H2

Might use the car even more

Might use the car a little less

Might use the car quite a bit less

Might give up using the car

It would make no difference

P1725/C CARD H3

Every day or nearly every day

2-5 days a week

Once a week

Less often but at least once a month

Less often than that

Never nowadays



P1725/C CARD H4

Not at all inconvenient

Not very inconvenient

Fairly inconvenient

Very inconvenient

P1725/C CARD I1

Always wrong

Mostly wrong

Sometimes wrong

Rarely wrong

Not wrong at all



P1725/C CARD J1

British

English

European

Irish

Northern Irish

Scottish

Welsh

Other (PLEASE SAY WHAT)

P1725/C CARD J2

BLACK: of African origin
of Caribbean origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

ASIAN: of Indian origin
of Pakistani origin
of Bangladeshi origin
of Chinese origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

WHITE: of any European origin
of other origin (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

MIXED ORIGIN: PLEASE SAY WHICH

OTHER: PLEASE SAY WHICH



P1725/C CARD J3

GCSE:  Grades D-G
 Grades A-C

CSE:  Grades 2-5
 CSE Grade 1

GCE ‘O’ level:  Grades D-E or 7-9
 Grades A-C or 1-6

School Certificate or Matriculation
Scottish (SCE) Ordinary:  Bands D-E

 Bands A-C
Scottish Standard Grades:  4-7

 1-3 or Pass
Scottish School Leaving Certificate of Lower Grade
SUPE Ordinary
Northern Ireland Junior Certificate
GCE ‘A’ level/’S’ level’/’AS’ level
Higher School Certificate
Scottish SCE/SLC/SUPE at Higher Grade
Northern Ireland Senior Certificate
Overseas school leaving exam or certificate

P1725/C CARD J4

Recognised trade apprenticeship completed
RSA/other clerical, commercial qualification

City and Guilds  Part I
Certificate:  Craft/Intermediate/Ordinary Part II

 Advanced/Final/Part III
 Full Technological/ Part IV

BEC/TEC:  General/ Ordinary National Certificate (ONC) or Diploma (OND)
 Higher/ Higher National Certificate (HNC) or Diploma (HND)

NVQ/SVQ:  Level 1/ GNVQ Foundation level
 Level 2/ GNVQ Intermediate level
 Level 3/ GNVQ Advanced level
 Level 4
 Level 5

Teacher Training qualification
Nursing qualification
Other technical or business qualification
University or CNAA degree or diploma
Other recognised  academic or vocational qualifications (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/C CARD J5

In full-time education (not paid for by employer, including on
vacation)
On government training or employment programme (e.g.
Youth Training, Training for Work, etc)
In paid work (or away temporarily) for at least 10 hours in the
week
Waiting to take up paid work already accepted
Unemployed and registered at a benefit office
Unemployed and not registered, but actively looking for a job (of
at least 10 hours a week)
Unemployed, wanting a job (of at least 10 hours a week) but
not actively looking for a job
Permanently sick or disabled
Wholly retired from work
Looking after the home

P1725/C CARD J6

Private sector firm or company
Including, for example, limited companies and PLCs
Nationalised industry or public corporation
Including, for example, the Post Office and the BBC
Other public sector employer
Including, for example:
- Central government, Civil Service, Government Agencies
- Local authority, Local Education Authority (including ‘opted
out’ schools)
- Universities
- Health Authority/NHS hospitals/NHS Trusts/GP surgeries
- Police and Armed forces
Charity/Voluntary sector
Including, for example, charitable companies, churches and
trade unions
Other organisation (PLEASE SAY WHAT)



P1725/C CARD J7

State retirement pension (National Insurance)
War Pension (War Disablement Pension or War Widow’s Pension)
Widow’s Benefits (Widow’s Pension and Widowed Mother’s Allowance)
Jobseeker’s Allowance/ Unemployment Benefit / Income Support for
the Unemployed
Income Support (other than for unemployment)
Child Benefit (formerly Family Allowance)
One Parent Benefit
Family Credit
Housing Benefit (Rent Rebate)
Council Tax Benefit (or Rebate)
Incapacity Benefit/Sickness Benefit/Invalidity Benefit
Disability Living Allowance (for people under 65)
Attendance Allowance (for people aged 65+)
Severe Disablement Allowance
Invalid Care Allowance
Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit
Other state benefit (PLEASE SAY WHICH)

P1725/C CARD J8

Earnings from employment (own or spouse/partner’s)
Occupational pension(s) - from previous employer(s)
State retirement or widow’s pension
Jobseeker’s Allowance/ Unemployment Benefit
Income Support
Family Credit
Invalidity, sickness or disabled pension or benefit(s)
Other state benefit (PLEASE SAY WHICH)
Interest from savings or investments
Student grant
Dependent on parents/other relatives
Other main source of income (PLEASE SAY WHICH)



P1725/C CARD J9

WEEKLY income ANNUAL income
BEFORE tax BEFORE tax

Letter
Less than £77 …. Q …. Less than £3,999
£78-£115 … T … £4,000 - £5,999
£116-£154 … O … £6,000-£7,999
£155-£192 …. K …. £8,000-£9,999
£193-£230 …. L …. £10,000-£11,999
£231-£289 … B … £12,000-£14,999
£290-£346 … Z … £15,000-£17,999
£347-£385 …. M … £18,000-£19,999
£386-£442 …. F … £20,000-£22,999
£443-£500 …. J …. £23,000-£25,999
£501-£558 …. D …. £26,000-£28,999
£559-£615 …. H … £29,000-£31,999
£616-£673 …. C … £32,000-£34,999
£674-£730 …. G …. £35,000-£37,999
£731-£788 …. P …. £38,000-£40,999
£789-£845 …. N … £41,000-£43,999
£846 or more …. Y … £44,000 or more
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